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Abstract

Plasmonic cavities confine optical fields at metal-dielectric interfaces via collective charge
oscillations of free electrons within metals termed surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). SPPs
are confined in nanometre gaps formed between two metallic surfaces which creates an
optical resonance. This optical resonance of the system is controlled by the geometry and
the material of the nanogap. The focus of this work is to understand and utilize these
confined optical modes to probe and manipulate the dynamics of single-molecules at room
temperature.

In this thesis, nanogap cavities are constructed by placing nanoparticles on top of
a metal-film separated by molecular spacers. Such nanogaps act as cavities with confined
optical fields in the gap. Precise position and orientation of single-molecules in the gap is
obtained by supramolecular guest-host assembly and DNA origami breadboards.

The interaction of light and single-molecules is studied in two different regimes of
interaction strength. In the perturbative regime molecular light emission from electronic
and vibrational states is strongly enhanced and therefore is used for the detection of single-
molecules. In this regime the energy states remain unaltered, however profound effects
emerge when the gap size is reduced to <1 nm. New hybridized energy states which are
half-light and half-matter are then formed. Dispersion of these energies is studied by tuning
the cavity resonance across the molecular resonance, revealing the anti-crossing signature
of a strongly coupled system.

This dressing of molecules with light results in the modification of photochem-
istry and photophysics of single-molecules, opening up the exploration of complex natural
processes such as photosynthesis and the possibility to manipulate chemical bonds.
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1 Outline

Light is the primary source of energy in our ecosystem. The interaction of light with
molecules has an integral role in harvesting light energy. Finding ways to enhance, localize,
transport and utilize light at the molecular level is the central theme of this thesis, having
immense implications in both fundamental understanding and technological applications.
However the way that molecules couple to light is not just inherent to the chemical
properties of the molecule. This is highly manipulated by the optical density of states
surrounding it. In the context of this thesis, the following questions are addressed:

⇒ How to enhance light-molecule interactions at the single-molecule regime?

⇒ What are the optimal optical cavity parameters needed to maximise these interactions
at room temperature?

⇒ How to self-assemble such optical cavities with optimized positions and orientations
of molecules within the cavity?

⇒ How (and by how much) are the electronic and vibrational scattering rates enhanced
in these cavities?

⇒ Is the enhancement sufficient to optically address single-molecules?

⇒ How to boost cavity-molecule interactions for ‘strong’ light-matter coupling?

To address these questions, this thesis is divided into seven chapters. To start
(Chapter 2), a unified figure of merit is defined to allow the comparison of various optical
cavity systems. Supporting analytical models are presented to understand light-molecule
coupling which are used in later chapters. It is found that the cavities made of plasmonic
materials are ideal for addressing single-molecules due to their incredibly low mode volumes.
Plasmonic cavities confine optical fields at metal-dielectric interfaces via collective charge
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1 Outline

oscillations of free electrons in the metal, termed surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). In this
study nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) cavity is utilized, in which SPPs are highly confined
to nanometre sized molecular gaps formed between metallic nanoparticles placed over a
metal surface.

Chapter 3 presents the details of the self-assembly methods used to reliably
construct NPoM cavities with gaps <5nm. This chapter further discusses the methods
utilized to precisely position and orient light-emitting single-molecules into these gaps.
Optical fields in the cavity are confined to volumes Vm<100 nm3 and are extremely sensitive
to the geometrical features and small fluctuations in molecular polarizabilities of different
molecules placed in the nanogaps. The techniques for optical characterization of these
nanogaps is presented in this chapter. In the following Chapter 4, I discuss how changing
the nanoparticle shape from sphere to cube in the NPoM geometry alters the coupling of
different optical modes resulting in strongly hybridized modes. These optimized modes are
used to probe and couple molecular resonance with the optical modes.

The NPoM cavity modes enhance the optical fields by orders of magnitude, a
property which is harnessed for the detection of single-molecules through surface enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS). Chapter 5 presents different statistical methods to pin down
the signatures of single-molecules in SERS and provides unambiguous proof for single-
molecule sensitivity of the NPoM cavity. However the intensity of light emission is strongly
dependent on the position of the molecule in the gap, which is addressed in Chapter
6. This chapter presents the results of mapping confined fields by precisely positioning a
single-molecule at various locations in the gap and quantifying the enhancement of light
emission. By measuring the enhancements, the strength of coupling (ΩR) between the
molecule at the optical field maxima is found to be ∼80 meV, slightly lower than the
NPoM cavity losses. The perturbation in the light scattering by the cavity is monitored by
bleaching the single-molecule.

In Chapter 7, the coupling strength is increased to values greater than the total
losses of the system. This is achieved by decreasing the gap distance to <1 nm and orient-
ating the molecular dipole along the optical field polarization. This results in the strong
coupling regime in which optical and molecular modes are indistinguishable. Moreover, the
non-linear increase of ΩR ∝

√
n is measured by increasing the number of molecules (from

n=1-10) in the gap via controlled self-assembly.

This work opens new avenues for the manipulation of light-molecule coupling at
room temperature and down to the single-molecule level. Such merged aspects of enhanced

2



light extraction and coherent coupling from single-molecules are summarized in Chapter
8. This chapter concludes with a discussion on the promising implications of my work for
quantum information and quantum photochemistry applications.
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2 Introduction:
Optical Cavities and Molecules

In this chapter, I introduce different optical cavity systems and compare the cavity paramet-
ers for optimized light-matter interactions. Plasmonic cavities with narrow gaps (<5 nm)
support unique optical modes with ultra-small mode volumes, which can be harvested for
coupling with molecules. Such a small round-trip volume makes these cavities potential
candidates for useful light-molecule coupling. Here, I present a discussion of the damped
coupled harmonic oscillator model to understand the light-molecule coupling, along with a
review of relevant works from the literature.
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

2.1 Optics of single-molecules

The question of ‘how to couple, enhance and harness the coupling of light to single-
molecules?’ has been a topic of research since the 1950’s when techniques were developed
to trap single-atoms and in 1989 optical detection of a single-molecule was demonstrated.
Later it was revealed that light can be used not just to probe the natural states of atoms
or molecules, but also to change the energy states such that new hybrid energy states will
form with appealing quantum properties in both light and matter [1–4]. Before dealing
with these hybrid states, first consider the natural energy landscape of a molecule.

Unlike atoms, molecules have complex electronic, vibrational and rotational energy
states. The energy levels of a molecule can be described in terms of an energy landscape
known as the Jablonsky diagram [5, 6] (Fig. 2.1a). Most of the photophysical properties
occur from electronic excitations in which the incident light of energy h̄ωi excites the
molecule to higher electronic states. In most π-conjugated organic molecules, electronic
transitions occur in the visible spectrum of light, ranging from 300 -800nm. Usually
the ground electronic level ( |S0〉) is filled with paired electron spins resulting in singlet
states. The excited state is a spin-preserved singlet state ( |S1〉 or |S2〉). Depending on
how different electronic and vibrational wave-packets are coupled, the relaxation dynamics
can be complicated. A typical relaxation process involves (i) fast non-radiative vibrionic
relaxation (v |S1〉

i → v
|S1〉
0 ) on the timescale of pico-seconds (10−12s), followed by (ii) a

spontaneous radiative decay from the lowest vibrational state in the higher electronic state
to the ground electronic state ( |S1〉

v0 → |S0〉
vi). This process typically happens on the

timescale of nano-seconds (10−9s) and is termed fluorescence. Apart from this process,
an electron in an excited state can undergo spin-flips, resulting in a transition from singlet
to triplet state ( |S1〉 → |T 1〉). The lifetime of |T 1〉 is usually 3-4 orders of magnitude
longer than the lifetime of |S1〉. Therefore, the molecule is ‘dark’ when it is in the triplet
state. However, certain molecules are highly reactive with oxygen in their |T 1〉 state,
resulting in the irreversible bleaching of the molecule. All these relaxation processes are
also dependent on external environmental factors such as temperature, solvent, and the
local ionic environment, which makes processes more complicated. This work deals with
the first electronic excitation and its relaxation pathway (as highlighted in grey box of Fig.
2.1a).

The resulting allowed optical transitions can be probed via absorption and emission
spectroscopy. At room temperature, the absorption of dye molecules, such as methylene

6



2.1 Optics of single-molecules

Figure 2.1: Energy level diagram for molecules. (a) Jablonsky diagram representing energy
relaxation pathways after resonant excitation to higher electronic states. (b) Chemical structure
of methylene blue (MB) molecule used in this study. Inset is 10 µM solution of MB in water. (c)
Extinction spectrum recorded for MB sample shown in (b).
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

Table 2.1: Comparing optical transition strengths of different light absorbing materials

Optical System
Dipole
moment
(Debye)

Exciton size (nm3)
Figure
of merit
(µ/Ve)

MB [8] 3.8 1 (1×1×1) 3.80
Cy5 [9] 10.1 2.5 (2.5×1×1) 4.04
J-aggregates [10] 20.5 100 (2× 1× 50) 0.21
Quantum dots (CdSe)[11] 15 125 (5× 5× 5) 0.12
Quantum well (GaAs)[12] 90 25×103(50×50×10) 3.6×10−3

TMD (WS2) [13, 14] 50 200 (0.5×20×20) 0.25

blue (MB) (chemical structure shown in Fig. 2.1b) is easily detectable by the human eye as
a blue colour (10 µM solution, Fig. 2.1b inset). However, molecules also scatter/emit light
and the probability of such resonant scattering events is proportional to the population in
the excited state and the life-time of the excited electronic state. In a simplistic classical
description of light-molecule interactions (where the molecule is described as an oscillating
point dipole), the scattering cross-section is given by the Abraham-Lorentz equation [7],

σscat = σ0
scat

Γ2
s

4δ2 + Γ2
s

(2.1)

where Γs is the total damping rate and δ is the detuning between the incident light and the
oscillating dipole frequency. The scattering cross-section on resonance (σ0

scat = 3λ0
2/2π)

depends only on the transition/resonance frequency (λ0) of the dipole and is independent
of all the other atomic or molecular properties. Therefore this is the maximum achievable
scattering cross-section for a single quantum system. The integrated oscillator strength is
constant, but the scattering cross-section of the transition is broadened under ambient
conditions due to the increased decoherence processes and therefore the peak of the
scattering cross-section reduces to smaller values. At room temperature, σ0

scat is thus
scaled down by ∼ 10−6 (Γnat/Γhom), where Γnat is the natural (radiative) linewidth and
Γhom is the homogeneous broadening, which increases due to thermal dephasing thus
limiting σscat to values <0.2 nm2, much smaller than the geometric area of the molecule
(Fig. 2.1c).
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2.2 Optical cavities

The transition dipole moment characterizing this optical excitation is given by [15],

µ=
[( 3

4π2

)
h̄σscatγeε0λe

] 1
2

(2.2)

where σscat, γe and λe are obtained from the experimentally obtained extinction spectrum,
respectively corresponding to extinction cross-section, full-width half-maxima of optical
resonance at λe, resulting in the dipole strength of 3.8 D (=1.27 Cm). In comparison to
other strong light emitting molecules with large conjugation length, such as Cyanine-5 dye
(Cy5) molecules, MB has a dipole moment which is 2.5 times weaker. For the special
class of molecules termed ‘J-aggregates’ in which the exciton is delocalized over a large
number of molecules (>15), the dipole strength can be as large as 20.5 Debye. However,
in the context of this work, the right figure of merit to compare different exciton strengths
is the dipole-moment per unit volume of the electronic state (Table 2.1). Molecules have
low optical cross-sections compared to inorganic materials such as quantum-wells and 2D
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), but they are also much smaller in size. This
low optical interaction of molecules with light makes the light-molecule coupling extremely
weak at room temperature. To enhance the light-matter interaction requires design of
innovative optical cavities with optical fields volumes on the scale of the molecular size,
which is discussed in the following section.

2.2 Optical cavities

An optical cavity is something that confines light in space typically through multiple
reflections. These cavities are essential to effectively couple light with matter (molecules,
quantum dots, nitrogen-vacancy centres, etc.). An ideal cavity would confine light for
infinitely long times in an infinitesimally small space. Realistic cavities are characterized
by two parameters that determine their deviation from such ideal cavities. The first is the
quality factor (Q) which is proportional to the confinement time in units of optical period
and the second is the mode volume (Vm) which determines the spatial confinement.

Over the past decade, many optical cavities heve been designed to enhance the
coupling of single-emitters (Fig. 2.2a), such as planar interfaces [16], near-field probes
[17], photonic crystals [18, 19], microcavities [20] and metal nanostructures [21–23]. The
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

Figure 2.2: Optical cavities. (a) Different optical cavities arranged in order of decreasing cavity
size. (b) Quality factor, Q, of a cavity is plotted against its effective volume (V/Vλ). The
icons show realizations of each type of optical cavity: from right, whispering gallery spheres,
microdisks, photonic crystals, micropillers, plasmonic nanotriangles and plasmonic nanodimers.
Inset shows the coupling of emitter to the cavity with different loss paths.

10



2.3 Free electron model for plasmons

Table 2.2: Scaling of different optical processes

Optical process Scaling
Spontaneous emission Q/Vm

Non-linear threshold (lasing) Q2/Vm

Sensing Q/Vm

Strong light-matter coupling Q/
√
Vm

rapid development in solid state growth and fabrication techniques allowed the design of
optical cavities with Q>109 and cavity volumes reaching diffraction limits (Vm/Vλ ∼ 1;
at wavelength λ and refractive index n with Vλ = (λ/n)3). Cavities have a variety of
applications in modern technology (data storage, integrated optical chips, sensing, lasing,
filters etc), however, each of these applications requires different cavity parameters. To
choose the correct optical cavity for a particular process, a landscape can be drawn in
this plot with appropriate conditions (along with emitter properties) for the right niche. As
tabulated in Table 2.2, different aspects of light-emitter coupling have different exponential
scaling of cavity parameters. All of these cavities occupy different positions in the log(Q)
vs log(Vm) plot (Fig. 2.2b). In this context, I have found the best niche for strong light-
molecule coupling, which I discuss in Chapter 7. In this work, I focus on plasmonic cavities
that are unique in comparison to other cavities. Optical field confinement in plasmonic
cavities is far beyond the diffraction limited, however Q is limited to values <100. In the
following sections, I discuss how plasmons confine light below the diffraction limit, why
Q is <100 and the rationale behind the choice of plasmonic cavity over dielectric cavity
confinement.

2.3 Free electron model for plasmons

The optical and conductive properties of a metal are dominated by the electrons in the
conduction band. In metals, the conduction band is partially filled and the electrons are
relatively free to move within it. The behaviour of these free electrons in the conduction
band and the interband excitations of electrons from energetically lower bands to the
conduction band determine how the metal interacts with electromagnetic radiation. The
properties of the macroscopic light-matter interaction can be described by a complex
dielectric function ε(ω). The conduction band electrons can be treated as a free electron
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

gas, that gets displaced from their equilibrium position, when they interact with light. This
can be considered as a free electron gas moving against a static background of positively
charged ions. Upon excitation with light of the correct frequency and momentum, a
charge oscillation will be induced in the free electron gas. In a classical picture, this can
be described as a harmonic oscillator [24].

m∗
d2x

dt2
+m∗γc

(
dx

dt

)
=−eE (2.3)

For an electric field E, this describes the response of a single electron with charge
e, displacement x and damping rate γc. The fact that electrons are moving in the crystal
lattice is taken into account by effective mass m∗. The displacement of electrons against
a positive background leads to a microscopic dipole moment p = ex. The macroscopic
polarization P considering all the individual dipole moments for N electrons, assuming that
x and E has the same time dependence is,

P =−ex
(
N

V

)
=− ne2

m∗ (ω2 + iγcω)E (2.4)

Here, n describes the electron density (number of electrons N , per unit volume V ). The
dielectric function ε(ω) can be obtained from P as,

ε(ω) = 1 +
(
P

ε0E

)
= 1− ne2

ε0m∗ (ω2 + iγcω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω2 + iγcω
(2.5)

The plasma frequency ωp describes the eigenfrequency of harmonic oscillation of a
free electron gas in a metal and is characteristic of a given metal. Considering also the
background contribution from the bound electrons can be taken as constant for all optical
frequencies, therefore, the total dielectric function can be written as,

ε(ω) = ε∞−
ω2
p

ω2 + iγcω
(2.6)

The polarization of a metal at frequencies much larger than the plasma frequency is
expressed in the parametric value ε∞, due to a filled d-band below the conducting s-
band. For noble metals, interband transitions (below ∼500 nm for gold) result in increased
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2.4 Introduction to plasmons

Figure 2.3: Dielectric function. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the dielectric function for
gold and silver, highlighting the wavelength of interest for this study (blue region in (a)). Re(ε)
and Im(ε) for Au is fitted with Drude-Lorentz model (dashed black line in (a) and (b)). The
Drude parameters for Au are ε∞=9.5, h̄ωp=8.97 eV and h̄γc=0.069eV.

absorption. This Drude-Lorentz model does not take into account interband transitions
and hence is limited to longer wavelengths. Fig. 2.3 shows a comparison of the real
and imaginary parts of the dielectric function for gold from the experimental data taken
by Johnson and Christy [25, 26] with a fit from the Drude-Lorentz model [24]. For the
wavelengths of interest in this thesis (region highlighted in Fig. 2.3a), this model serves as
a reasonable approximation.

The losses in the system are determined by the Im(ε) part. In the wavelengths of
interest, gold possesses the lowest interband and intraband losses (similar for silver). Due
to the negative values of Re(ε), light does not penetrate into the metals and therefore
they are highly reflective. This results in localized charge oscillations on the metal surface,
which are discussed in the next section.

2.4 Introduction to plasmons

Fundamental limits on the confinement of light given by the classical diffraction limit has
been a huge limitation in conventional cavities, especially when the size of the emitter is
100-1000 times smaller than the round-trip of photons in the cavity. However, over the
past decade it has become evident that evanescent fields supported by negative refractive
index metals can overcome the diffraction limit and confine light fields on the nanometre
scale. This is possible due to the collective oscillations of free electrons excited by light,
termed surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) (Fig. 2.4). Surface plasmon polaritons come
under the wider class of surface modes in whcih the interaction between light and matter
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

Figure 2.4: Localized and propagating modes in plasmonic nanostructure. (a) Schematic
interaction of a metal film with light and (b) the propagation of SPP modes on the metal film
excited via Kretschmann configuration. (c) Dispersion of SPPs on a 50 nm Au film on glass
substrate, with outside environment being water. Calculations are based on solving Fresnel’s
equation for TM waves in Kretschmann configuration. (d) Schematic representation of metal
nanosphere interacting with light and (e) the associated field distribution. The maximum field
enhancement (E/E0) near the interface is ∼8. (f) Extinction spectrum for different size Au
NP is normalized to the geometric area of the nanoparticle, calculated from 3D finite-domain
time-difference (FDTD) simulation in water medium.
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2.4 Introduction to plasmons

leads to the possibility of a bound surface mode, such as surface phonon polaritons [27]
and surface exciton polaritons [28]. In the context of this work, I will focus on SPPs. There
are two fundamental modes of excitation associated with SPPs; (i) propagating surface
plasmon polaritons (Fig. 2.4 a-c), in which charge oscillations travel across a metal-
dielectric interface, (conventionally termed as SPPs) and (ii) localized surface plasmon
polaritons (LSP), where modes are spatially confined (Fig. 2.4 d-f). This confinement
is seen in metallic nanostructures of various shapes (spheres, rods, discs, prisms, cubes
etc.). Generally, localized modes are harnessed for sensing purposes, whereas propagating
modes find their utility in signal transportation. Both these modes exhibit the following two
properties which makes plasmon polaritons interesting for coupling with molecules [29]:

1. Near-field: confinement and enhancement

2. Far-field: scattering and directional emission

2.4.1 Propagating surface plasmon polaritons

SPPs are propagating optical fields bound to a metal-dielectric interface. However, the
dispersion of these modes does not allow direct coupling with freely propagating light. The
dispersion relation is given by [24],

KSPP = ω

c

√
ε1ε2
ε1 + ε2

(2.7)

where ε1 and ε2 are the frequency-dependent relative permittivities of the two media, metal
and dielectric respectively. This mis-match in the wave-vector condition can be fulfilled
by prism coupling in which evanescent fields at the dielectric interface excite the plasmon
polaritons. Various techniques have been developed to effectively excite SPPs such as
coupling with gratings, near-field coupling with fiber or emitters, and non-linear coupling.

This dispersion of SPPs is generally mapped in Kretschmann configuration [30]
(a common prism coupling techniques), in which the evanescent field produced by total
internal reflection is coupled to the metal film in contact above the prism (Fig. 2.4a-b). By
adjusting the angle of incidence, the in-plane wavevector of the evanescent field is matched
with that of the SPP mode. The SPP excitation is clear from the dip in reflection and
calculations for one such Au film system are shown in Fig. 2.4c. The dispersion is similar
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

to that of free space light at low frequency, but at high frequencies, dispersion bends and
reaches the asymptotic limit indicating strong field confinement.

2.4.2 Localized surface plasmon polaritons

Another mode of surface plasmon excitation is a confined field around a metallic nano-
structure. The curvature of the nanostructure itself enables the direct excitation of this
mode. Again the near field properties such as confinement and enhancement of optical
fields are associated with the fact that plasmon modes are bound to the interface of metal-
dielectric nanostructures. For example, the optical near-field distribution of a single gold
nanosphere (Au NP) immersed in water is shown in Fig. 2.4e. The optical resonances of
this system are obtained from full-wave finite-domain time-difference (FDTD) simulations.
The field strength decays exponentially into the surrounding media. The decay length into
the dielectric medium for LSP modes is considerally smaller than the SPP modes [31, 32].
The confinement of the optical field to the proximity of the surface is evident from the
evanescent nature of the field. Field distributions around the nanostructure strongly depend
on the geometry of the nanostructure.

The coupled oscillations of free electrons and light are generally treated as electro-
magnetic dipoles, which coherently radiate light at the frequency of the charge oscillations,
giving rise to far-field scattering. The typical cross-sections are larger than the geometric
area of the nanostructure itself, and are orders of magnitude greater than the absorption
for any known molecule. For simple spherical nanoparticles, scattering and absorption
cross-sections are given by [24],

σscat = 8π
3 k4R6

∣∣∣∣ ε1− ε2
ε1 + 2ε2

∣∣∣∣= k4

6π |α1|2 ⇒ σscat ∝
R6

λ4 (2.8)

σabs = 4πkR3 Im
{
ε1− ε2
ε1 + 2ε2

}
= k Im{α1} ⇒ σscat ∝

R3

λ
(2.9)

Here α1 is the dipolar polarizibility of a metallic nanoparticle of radius R, and ε1, ε2 are
the frequency dependent relative permittivities of the metal and the surrounding dielectric
respectively. Wavevector (k) is related to the frequency (ω) and the speed of light in
vacuum (c) as k = ω/c. It is important to note that, for plasmonic nanoparticles with
dimensions greater than 20 nm, scattering cross-sections dominate and their absorption
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2.4 Introduction to plasmons

cross-sections can be neglected, whereas for those with dimensions less than 5 nm, absorp-
tion cross-sections dominate and scattering is negligible.

Furthermore, scattering by plasmonic nanostructures can be uniquely tuned and
modified either by the geometry of the nanostructure or by organising nanostructures into
the desired architecture. Some structures are designed to achieve omni-directional light
scattering. Such unique properties are studied under the title of ‘plasmonic antennae’
[23], which has gained relevance in the channelling of single-photons at desired angles for
efficient collection and quantum processing.

Figure 2.5: Plasmonic nanodimer cavity. (a) Spatial distribution of electric field enhancement
in an Au plasmonic dimer system with 1 nm gap, obtained from full-wave FDTD simulation at
bonding dipolar plasmon resonance (l1) at 650 nm. (b) Temporal decay of the optical-fields in
the gap, which is used to estimate the quality factor. (c) Wavelength dependent normalized
extinction cross-section of plasmonic nanocavity modes for different gap sizes. The colour scale
in the inset indicates the field map.
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

2.5 Cavity description for plasmonic modes

A single nanostructure provides significant field enhancement (E/E0 ∼ 10) and confine-
ment (Vm ∼ R3,Vm/Vλ ∼10−2-10−3) of fields surrounding the nanostructure [33, 34].
However, significant improvement in near-field intensities is obtained from nanoparticle
dimers, where plasmonic resonances from each nanoparticle hybridize to form a bonding
dipolar mode (l1) which confines fields into the gap between the nanostructures (Fig. 2.5a).
This in-phase dipole-dipole coupling results in a lowering of the plasmon resonance energy,
whereas out-of-phase coupling results in a higher energy mode which is generally ‘dark’ and
optically inaccessible in the far-field. Associated with this confinement is an enhancement
in the strength of the electric field adjacent to the surface. With appropriate geometries
of nanostructures, near-field enhancements can be made as high as 102-104 with spatial
confinements as low as 10 nm3. How to extract and quantify cavity parameters Q and Vm
is discussed in the following section.

2.5.1 Quality factor

The quality factor Q, in simple terms measures the rate at which the optical energy decays
from the cavity due to losses such as absorption, scattering or leakage. This can be
quantitatively expressed as the ratio of energy stored inside the cavity to the energy loss
per oscillation cycle.

Q= 2π u(t)
−
[
du(t)
dt

]
T

= 2π
Γc · T

= ωc
Γc

(2.10)

Here, u(t)∝ e(−
1
2 Γct)2

is the energy density and Γc is the decay time, with −du(t)
dt ∝ ΓceΓct

being the decay of energy density, and ωc is the resonant frequency. For a plasmonic
nanodimer cavity, these decay rates are dominated by the material absorption losses (Joule
heating) and radiative scattering rates. They can be estimated by monitoring fields in the
gap using time domain simulations. Here I use FDTD simulations (Fig. 2.5b). This time-
domain response is equivalently represented in the frequency domain via Fourier transforms
(Fig. 2.5b inset). Here Q is experimentally extracted from the linewidths and resonance
frequency obtained through scattering spectroscopy.

The extinction spectrum for an Au dimer (with 2R=40 nm) is obtained from FDTD
simulation for various gap sizes, d (Fig. 2.5c). The cross-section (σ) of the coupled plasmon
mode (l1) becomes stronger for d<5 nm indicating that the strong electrostatic coupling
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2.5 Cavity description for plasmonic modes

between the nanoparticle and Q increases up to values of ∼30. This is also because the
Im(ε) of Au is at a minimum in the window of 600 -800nm. In fact, in this spectral range
both Au and Ag have relatively weak intraband and interband losses. Typically Q∼15-30
for an Au nanodimer at the l1 cavity resonance at d<5 nm.

Figure 2.6: Plasmonic nanogaps. (a) Scanning transmission electron microspe (TEM) images
of a plasmonic bow-tie antenna fabricated using e-beam lithography. Reproduced from [35].
(b) Scanning electron microspe (SEM) image of a nano-gap formed from electron migration.
Reproduced from [36]. (c) SEM image of atomic force microspe tips coated with plasmonic
nanoparticles. Reproduced from [37]. (d) Colliodal assembly of nano-dimer gaps with
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and (e) SEM images of
dimers obtained. Reproduced from [38]. (f) TEM image of nanodimers purified using differential
centrifugation after encapsulating with polystyrene-block-poly(acrylic acid). Reproduced from
[39].

2.5.2 Mode volume

In simple terms, the mode volume (Vm) of a cavity is the volume in which the optical
energy density is confined. The energy density of the system is given by [40],

W (r, ω) = 1
2

(
∂ [ω ε(r,w)]

∂ω
ε0 |E (r,ω)|2 + µ0 |H (r,ω)|2

)
(2.11)
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where ε(r,ω) is the permittivity at a position r. To correctly account for the negative
permittivity and dispersive character of plasmonic metals, one needs to use the term
∂[ω ε(r,w)]

∂ω for the electric energy density inside the metal [34, 41–44]. Vm is obtained
by integrating the energy density over the volume of the nanoplasmonic structure, and
normalizing it to the maximum value of W (r) at each ω as,

Vm (ω) =
∫
W (r , ω)d3r

max [W (r , ω)] (2.12)

It is important to note that W (r,ω) is complex inside the metal, due to their complex
ε, hence Vm(ω) is complex. Here, Re(Vm) and Re(W ) are associated with the energy
density in the system, and Im(Vm) and Im(Wm) with the energy dissipation in the metal.
So, Im(Vm) is commonly neglected and the equation reduces to the general definition of
Vm as,

Vm (ω) =
∫
ε(r) [E (r) ]2 d3r

max
[
ε(r) [E (r) ]2

] (2.13)

Note that this is exactly applicable only for lossless dielectric cavities.

To obtain an accurate value for ∫W (r,ω)d3r, the electric and magnetic fields
should be calculated in a 3D volume followed by integration. Accurately calculating these
values using FDTD requires high mesh density for metallic nanostructures, especially when
the gaps are <2 nm. The mesh accuracy of the simulations defines the resolution of the
confined fields in the gap, and therefore dramatically affects the value of Vm(ω). For
gaps1 of 1 nm, calculations were converged at a 0.3 nm meshing for nanoparticle dimers
of size 2R=40 nm. The effective mode volume is minimum at λc=655 nm giving rise to
Vm=35.7±5 nm3.

2.6 Fabricating nanocavities

Reliable fabrication of nanogaps with such high degrees of repeatability is a severe practical
issue. To this end, various techniques have been developed based on both bottom-up

1Mode volume calculations are done in collaboration with Angela Demetriadou, Imperial College London,
London, UK
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2.7 Nanoparticle-on-mirror constructs

synthesis and top-down fabrication. Top-down techniques including (Fig. 2.6), (i) high
resolution electron beam lithography [35], (ii) computer programmed electro-migration
process [36] and (iii) electrochemical deposition/etching on AFM tips [37] are all used
to make gaps <5 nm. However, these methods are not reliable for large scale fabrication
(making >1000 gaps with well controlled geometry at nanoscale). More importantly,
defects and grain boundaries are hard to control in top-down processes.

On the other hand, bottom-up process such as colloidal synthesis produce fairly
uniform (±10%) nanostructures in large quantities (litre scale). However, methods to
produce nanogaps are still limited to binding nanostructures with organic linkers suchas
dithiol, block co-polymers [39] and DNA linkers [45], which generally results in a low yield
(<30%) and ‘floppy’ gaps. There are also separation techniques developed to increase the
yield of nano-gap dimers including gel-electrophoresis and differential centrifugation [39],
in which the formed structures are generally ‘shell-isolated’ with polymers for stabilization
in high ionic concentration.

To overcome these challenges, I use a system termed the nanoparticle-on-mirror
geometry (NPoM), the optical properties of which are similar to plasmonic nano-dimers.
The fabrication of this geometry is much simpler than the fabrication techniques required
to create other nanogap geometries.

2.7 Nanoparticle-on-mirror constructs

An equivalent system to the nanoparticle dimer is a nanoparticle placed over a metal surface
with a small dielectric gap (Fig. 2.7). Analogous to the coupling in a nanoparticle dimer,
charge oscillations in the nanoparticle are coupled with image charges in the film in NPoM,
resulting in an effective dimer system.

The simple dipole coupling analogy does not provide the complete picture of mode
coupling in the NPoM geometry (mode coupling is discussed in the following chapters).
The fundamental mode l1 has similar charge distribution to a plasmonic dimer. Electro-
magnetic properties of this system were studied back in the 1980s by Aravind and Metlu,
who predicted strong optical field enhancements and confinement in the gap [46, 47].
Nevertheless, studies on the complete picture of mode hybridization [48, 49] and practical
limits on the enhancements [50] in the gap only emerged recently.
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

Figure 2.7: Nanoparticle-on-mirror cavity. (a) Fringing fields between the two opposite charges
equivalent to (b) a charge placed over a polarizable surface. (c) Dipole-dipole coupling between
the nanoparticle with gaps <5 nm equivalent to (d) a nanoparticle placed on a metallic substrate
with an equivalent dielectric gap.

The optical excitation of the NPoM cavity is complex compared to the nano-dimer
system. In this work, the NPoM is excited with plane waves at a high angle (Fig. 2.8a).
When the electric field is polarized perpendicular to the metal film, the coupled mode (l1)
is excited with strong low energy resonances (Fig.2.8b), controlled by the nanoparticle size
(2R), gap distance (d) and refractive index of the gap (n).

2.7.1 Sensing molecules in the gap

In my experiments, molecules are typically self-assembled on the metal surface before the
deposition of nanoparticles. This results in molecules being located in the field volume of
the l1 mode. As the fields are strongly confined in the gap, small changes in molecular
properties will be reflected in the modulation of the coupled mode. For example, if a
2R=80 nm particle with a gap size of 4 nm is considered, a change in the refractive index
in the gap from 1 to 2 shifts the coupled mode from 600 nm to 710 nm and increases it’s
intensity (Fig. 2.8c).
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2.7 Nanoparticle-on-mirror constructs

Figure 2.8: Molecular sensing. (a) Schematic of a NPoM system, representing the polarization
directions of incident light used for FDTD simulation. The light illuminates at angle with 55
degrees to the normal perpendicular to the metal film. (b) Obtained scattering spectrum for
two orthogonal polarizations (s- and p- as shown in (a)) for 80 nm particle with 1 nm gap and
n=1.4 refractive index. (c) Wavelength dependent scattering intensity (indicated by colour
scale) obtained for various refractive indices at 4 nm gap. (d) Mapping the resonance position
and intensity of l1 mode for various gap sizes and refractive indices. The experimentally obtained
points are different spacer molecules Reproduced from [51].
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Figure 2.9: Nanoparticle size. (a) Scattering spectrum from >1000 NPoM for various batches
of different nanoparticles with sizes varying from 40 -100nm (Reproduced from [54]). (b) FDTD
results calculating the resonance wavelength and field confinement width (∆c) of the coupled
mode for different nanoparticle sizes in NPoM geometry (the inset above shows the simulated
near-field). The ∆c is fitted with

√
R (dashed black line).

The l1 resonance wavelength and its intensity become very sensitive to the kind of
molecules assembled in the gap, especially at d<3 nm. The simulations and experimental
results of graphene (gap of 0.4 nm) and self-assembled molecules of cucurbit-7-uril (CB[7])
(gap of 0.9 nm) are in good agreement [51]. Furthermore, loading CB[7] with guest
molecules such as methyl-viologen (MV) shows clear shifts in the map, proving it is possible
to monitor atomic scale changes [50–53].

2.7.2 Effect of nanoparticle size and shape

The size of a nanoparticle can be used to tune the resonance of l1 to a wavelength of
interest (Fig. 2.9). Benzene di-thiol (BPT) is one molecule that self-assembles on Au
surfaces with a high degree of uniform packing density and orientation, resulting in gap
sizes of 1.1 nm in the NPoM geometry. By systematically increasing the nanoparticle size
from 40 nm to 100 nm the resonance l1 mode can be linearly tuned from 650 nm to 850 nm.
This can be seen experimentally and corroborated with theory. The intensity scaling of the
l1 mode is found to be ∝ R6 via dark-field measurements (Fig. 2.9a), which is in good
agreement with theoretical predictions.

Optical fields are tightly confined in the gap similar way to the nanoparticle di-
mer systems [37], the width of this confinement is ∆c ∼

√
R (Fig.2.9b). In practice,
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2.7 Nanoparticle-on-mirror constructs

Figure 2.10: Nanoparticle facets. (a) Schematic showing increasing nanoparticle facet
widths (w). (b) Simulated scatting spectra for NPoM with different facet widths w=8 -30nm
(2R=80 nm, n=2.1 and d=4.5 nm). (c) Variation in the resonance wavelength, (d) line profiles
for electric-field enhancement along the gap, and (e) FWHM confinement widths for increasing
facet width.
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Figure 2.11: Damped coupled harmonic oscillator model for light-matter coupling. (a)
Schematic of the cavity and the emitter as two damped oscillators connected by a spring. (b)
Oscillations of the emitter and cavity in weak coupling regime. (c) Tuning the resonance of
the cavity across the emitter resonance at g/γc = 0.1. (d) Oscillations of new coupled modes
(ω+,ω−) in strong coupling regime (g/γc = 10) and the phase of pendulum oscillations are shown
in inset. (e) Anti-crossing of new polariton modes (ω+,ω−) on tuning the cavity resonance across
the exciton energy.
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2.8 Light-matter coupling

nanoparticles are not spherical and colloidally synthesized nanoparticles have a certain
degree of crystalline facets. These faceted nanoparticles modify the optical resonance and
confinement. To account for these facets, the nanoparticle is simulated as a cropped
sphere at the base contact with various circular facet sizes, w (Fig. 2.10a). As the facet
size increases (Fig. 2.10b,c) the degree of optical field screening within the cavity increases
[49, 55], thus causing the coupled mode (l1) to decrease in energy. A secondary, potentially
unwanted, effect of this is a decrease in the field enhancement (Fig. 2.10d,e). Once the
facets are large enough they begin to support a new sets of plasmonic modes which intermix
with l1 modes, this is extensively discussed in Chapter 3.

Having introduced plasmonic cavities, let us return to the discussion of coupling of
molecules to confined optical modes and how optical properties are modified due to this
coupling.

2.8 Light-matter coupling

A model system to visualize the dynamics of light-matter interactions is the damped
coupled harmonic oscillator (here a coupled pendulum) where light (plasmons) and matter
(molecule-resonance) are considered as classical oscillators with resonance frequencies of
ωc and ωe, where c and e corresponds to cavity and emitter, respectively (Fig. 2.10a).
Treating the cavity and emitter as classical harmonic oscillators (Sections 2.1 and 2.3) is a
good approximation in weak excitation limits. The damping associated with the plasmon
and the emitter are incorporated into the friction of each pendulum represented by γc,e.
The coupling strength g between the plasmon and the emitter is modelled by a spring
connecting the two pendulums [56].

This coupled system evolves according to a set of coupled differential equations
characterized by the time varying angles θc(t) and θe(t).

d2θe
dt2

+ 2γe
dθe
dt

+ω2
eθe+g2 (θe− θc) = 0 (2.14)

d2θc
dt2

+ 2γc
dθc
dt

+ω2
cθc+g2 (θc− θe) = 0 (2.15)
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The energy transfer between these two oscillators is determined by the coupling constant
g. The resulting non-trivial solution to the above coupled equation is,

Ω± = 1
2 (Ωc+ Ωe)±

1
2

√
(Ωe−Ωc)2 + 4g2 (2.16)

where Ωi = ωi− iΓi/2 denotes the complex frequency of a resonance with frequency ωi
and linewidth Γi. This can be simplified to find the frequency of the two hybrid states ω±
as,

ω± = 1
2 (ωe+ωc)±

1
2Re

{√
4g2 + δ2− (γe−γc)2 /4−2iδ (γe−γc)/2

}
(2.17)

where δ = (ωc−ωe) with ω± being the energies of the new hybrid modes determined by
the coupling strength g. This purely classical picture covers the complete dynamics of
light-matter coupling in linear-weak excitation limits, where a harmonic ladder of energies
can be approximated to a two-level system. In fact, a full quantum mechanical solution
obtained using the Jaynes-Cummings (JC) Hamiltonian provides eigenenergies similar to
the classical solution [57, 58].

The value of g is determined by the parametric strength of exciton dipole (µ) and
the cavity mode volume (Vm) [12].

g ∝ µ
√
V m (2.18)

Depending on the coupling strength and damping associated with the system,
two different regimes of light-matter interactions can be defined. (i) Weak coupling:
In this limit g

γc,e
� 1; the two oscillators behave independently and θc,e (t) converges

to zero exponentially (Fig. 2.11b). Here the eigenfrequencies of the system are not
inherently modified. Therefore, tuning the oscillation frequency of cavity (ωc) over the
exciton frequency (ωe) causes an energy cross-over since the oscillators cannot efficiently
exchange energy (Fig. 2.11c). (ii) Strong coupling: Here g

γc,e
� 1; the cavity and emitter

are able to exchange energy over several oscillation periods, therefore resulting in the
formation of new eigenmodes (ω±) (Fig. 2.11d). ω± correspond to oscillations of the
cavity and emitter in-phase (ω−) and anti-phase (ω+). These new eigenmodes depend
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2.8 Light-matter coupling

entirely on the characteristic coupling constants of the system as their energies are given
by ω± = 1/2(ωc+ωe)±1/2

√
g2 + δ2. Therefore, anti-crossing behaviour is observed when

the cavity resonance is tuned over the exciton resonance (δ = ωc−ωe) (Fig. 2.11e).

The dispersion of ω± tends to the uncoupled cavity and exciton energies at large
detuning. For the scenario where δ = 0, the energy splitting between ω± is referred to as
the vacuum Rabi splitting (ΩR). The observation of ΩR 6= 0 is a direct evidence that the
system is operating in the strong coupling regime and measuring ΩR allows us to quantify
the interaction strength. However, measurement of ΩR is complicated and experiments
such as reflection, transmission and absorption spectra of the coupled system might give
slightly different values (Ωr

R, Ωt
R and Ωa

R respectively). In particular, earlier works on
dielectric microcavities by Savona and co-authors demonstrated that Ωa

R ≤ Ωt
R ≤ Ωr

R.
This anomalous situation is referred to as the intermediate coupling regime which occurs
for low quality factor cavity Q<100 [56]. Similar observations are also reported in the
coupling of molecular aggregates on plasmonic films. These effects are directly linked to
the finite damping of the system which is dominated by absorption of excitons or SPPs.
However, for localized plasmon systems where coupling is generally probed via scattering
measurements, achieving g � γc + γe would represent the strong-coupling regime. The
implications of weak and strong coupling are discussed in the following sections.

2.8.1 Weak coupling regime and Purcell effect

In the weak coupling regime (g� γc, γe) the resonant energies are not directly effected
by the coupling in the system, however the presence of light-fields around the emitter
profoundly affects the spontaneous decay rates. This effect was initially proposed for
nuclear transitions in atoms by Purcell in 1946 and hence the ratio of modified (Γm) and
free-space (Γ0) decay rates is known as the Purcell factor [60].

FP = Γm
Γ0

= 3Q(λ/n)3

4π2Vm
(2.19)

Here, λ/n is the wavelength associated with the transition frequency of an emitter in a
medium of refractive index n. The cavity quality factor and mode volume are defined
by Q and Vm. In our case the emission and cavity resonance frequencies are assumed
to be perfectly mached. In plasmonic cavities, where the Vm is very small, this leads
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

Figure 2.12:Decay pathways. (a) Sketching the different decay pathways of the excited molecule
coupling to plasmonic cavity. (b) Calculated radiative emission of point dipole coupled to
plasmonic nanosphere as a function of emitter-metal distance. (c) Calculated excitation rate
and quantum efficiency of the emitter; near-field enhancement around nanoparticle shown in the
inset. b and c are reproduced from [59]
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2.8 Light-matter coupling

to large sponteneous decay rates. However it is incorrect to assume that the enhanced
decay always leads to an increase in emission in the far-field. This is especially true in an
individual plasmonic nanocavity, such as a spherical Au NP, where the enhanced decay can
be lost to absorption within the metal. This absorption is termed the non-radiative decay
channel (Γnr) [note that this is different from the non-radiative decay channels inside the
molecule itself (Γ0

nr)] (Fig. 2.12a) [21, 61]. Therefore, the total radiative emission intensity
extracted from a molecule near the metal (fluorescence enhancement) is determined by the
competition between radiative (Γr) and non-radiative coupling rates (Γnr).
The radiative quantum efficiency of the system is defined as,

η = Γr + Γ0
r

Γ0
r + Γr + Γ0

nr + Γnr
(2.20)

It is important to note that the coupling of molecules to these different channels
depends on the distance between the molecule and the nanoparticle. For an isolated NP
cavity, molecules closer to the NP experience the maximum excitation rate (γexc ∝E2) but
suffer from lower quantum yield. An optimal distance between the Au NP and molecule
at which the emission intensity is maximised (∼10 nm) (Fig. 2.12b). At shorter distances,
the emission is strongly suppressed by the coupling with higher order, mostly non-radiative
modes of the cavity (l2,3, . . .). This regime in which the emission is suppressed is generally
termed the ‘quenching’ zone. Another non-radiative pathway which is not represented here
(Fig. 2.12a) is a charge transfer process between the molecule and plasmon. The molecule
in an excited state can undergo redox chemistry by transferring an electron to the metal
(resonant electron transfer). The reverse process is also possible, in which excited plasmons
relax by emission of high-energy electrons (hot-e) which are captured by molecules absorbed
on the surface [65]. However, the energy dynamics of these processes is still a matter of
debate.

The quenching zone is suppressed to near zero values for those plasmonic cavities
in which excitation rates dominate the quenching rates [66, 67]. As discussed previously,
plasmonic nanodimers and NPoM cavities supporting high field enhancement (E/E0>100)
in nanogaps are ideal for obtaining large light emission from molecules. In a NPoM cavity,
the emission from the molecule in the gap is strongly enhanced even when the distance
between the metal and the molecule is <1 nm (Fig. 2.14a). At larger distance the coupling
between the NP and the film is weak, therefore larger NP are required for any effects to
be observed. However, at small gaps (d<5 nm) smaller nanoparticles (2R=40 nm) give
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

Figure 2.13: Enhanced light emission from plasmonic cavities. (a) Schematic of a bowtie gold
nanoantenna coated with fluorescent molecules (black arrows). b Confocal scan of 16 bowties
coated with fluorescent molecules on an average of 3 molecules per gap. The fluorescence time
trace of one such gaps shown below represents blinking dynamics and eventual photobleaching
of one molecule that has been enhanced by a factor of 1,340.(a-b) Reproduced from [62]. (c)
Cross-section of the experimental structure consisting of Ru dye intercalated into a polymer film
and situated between a gold film and a silver nanocube. Arrows indicate typical directions of the
transition dipole moments.(d) Measured and simulated time-resolved ruthenium metal complex
dye (Ru dye) emission for four gap thicknesses with normalized intensities.(c-d) Reproduced from
[63]. (e) Radiative coupling of quantum dots (QD) to silver nanowires. A coupled QD can emit
photon into the guided surface plasmon modes of the nanowire. (f) (top) Optical image of a
plasmonic nanowire and position of QD is encircled in red. (below) Fluorescence image of (f)
with excitation laser focused on the quantum dot. The blue circle indicates the light emission
from the farthest end of the nanowire, used for photon cross-correlation measurements. (g)
Second-order correlation function g(2)(τ) of single quantum dot fluorescence (top) without and
(bottom) with coupled to nanowire. (e-g) Reproduced from [64].
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2.8 Light-matter coupling

Figure 2.14: Emission from NPoM cavity. (a) Calculated emission from the system for vaious
gap sizes and positons of the point emitter at the centre of the cavity. (b) Radiaitve ehancemnt
of an emitter placed in 1 nm gap NPoM cavity for various nanoparticle sizes, and (c) the quantum
efficiency extracted from l1 mode. Fig. a, b are reproduced from [59].

equal enhancement. The competition between the radiative and non-radiative rates is
crucial for our NPoM systems with 1 nm gaps, as Γr is larger than Γnr. The quantum
efficiencies η>0.5 can be reached in this geometry when the size of the nanoparticle is
between 60 -80nm (Fig. 2.14b). Comparatively in single NP cavities emission is strongly
quenched. Furthermore, when an emitter in the NPoM couples to the l1 mode, radiative
enhancements >105 can be achieved (Fig. 2.14c). Higher order modes l2 and l3 acquire
a strong radiative component at small gaps due through their hybridization with dipolar
modes, hence suppressing the quenching zone.

From the enhancement rates it is possible to extract the mode volume of the system,
since the Purcell factor is a measure of the total decay rate, where Γm = (Γr + Γnr). In
NPoM systems, Γm/Γ0>106 at 650 nm, resulting in effective mode volumes <100 nm3.
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

Figure 2.15: Purcell enhancement and Rabi oscillations. (a) Variation of linewidths and (c)
relative energies of cavity, exciton and polariton energies with change in coupling strength. Time
dynamics of an emitter coupled to cavity in (b) the weak and (d) strong coupling regime. In weak
coupling, decay rate is enhanced, whereas in strong coupling Rabi oscillations are observed. (e)
Calculated polariton modes and the total summed response as a function of coupling strength,
between the limits of Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22.
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2.8 Light-matter coupling

It is important to note that emission enhancement measured in experiments [68–
71] (ratio of intensities with and without a cavity) is not equal to the Purcell factor in
plasmonic cavities, because the intensity of ingoing light is concentrated at the location of
the emitters, increasing the amount of light they absorb. Therefore the increased emission
is only from this absorption enhancement. To circumvent this issue, the enhancement in
fluorescence intensity needs to be measured at high laser intensities at which the absorption
saturates and the emission intensity is dominated only by the radiative decay rates [72].
However many molecules will undergo rapid photobleaching before saturation. On the
other hand, the total number of photons emitted by the molecule before it bleaches is
independent of the rate at which the molecule is excited, so the enhancement in total
photons emitted is proportional to the radiative enhancement factor [73].

Early experiments by Kinkhabwala et al. [62] measured the enhancements upto
1300 in the brightness of a single molecule’s fluorescence for gold bowtie nanoantennas with
gaps <20 nm (Fig. 2.13a,b). Electromagnetic simulations from the same study revealed
that the increase in brightness was due mainly to an enhanced absorption. However in
recent studies Akselrod et al. [63] demonstrated enhancement in radiative decay rates by
factor 1000 in the narrow gaps ( 5 nm) formed between silver nanocubes and gold film (Fig.
2.13c,d). These measurements involved ensembles of emitters with unoptimized orientation
of dipoles. Later experiments [74, 75] by the same group showed similar enhancements
when coupling to a single quantum dot in the same geometry, resulting in an ultrafast single-
photon source at room temperature. For quantum technologies it is important to have
nanoscale antennas that can efficiently absorb light from single-emitters and subsequently
emit the photons in a well-controlled manner. To this end Akimov et al. [64] demonstrated
the coupling of single-photon emission from a quantum dot to a SPP mode of silver
nanowire (Fig. 2.13e-g). They also observed that the light emission from the other end of
the nanowire was antibunched, confirming the quantized nature of SPPs.

Before discussing the strong coupling regime, in which the energies of plasmon and
molecule are intermixed to form new resonances of the system, it is important to consider
that the spectral linewidths of the molecules and cavity are perturbed in the weak coupling
regime, as the emission by the molecule is not uniformly enhanced/suppressed. The line
widths of the emitter increase with increasing coupling strength (g) (Fig. 2.15a), as the
emission is faster in both radiative and non-radiative channels [12, 76]. This increase in
linewidth, γe = γ0 + γm is proportional to the Purcell enhanced rate. γm continues to
increase proportional to g2 until the system reaches the strong coupling regime, where new
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2 Introduction: Optical Cavities and Molecules

Figure 2.16: Nonlinearity of polariton states. Schematic of the hybridized energy levels: each
excitation (Nph) in the harmonic ladder has two states associated with it. The energy splitting of
each state is given by ΩR

√
Nph. This anharmonic splitting is shown in the diagram and explains

how ωp will only excite the first manifold and nothing greater, creating a photon blockade. The
splitting energy scales

√
N with N being number of emitters coupled in the system.

hybrid eigen states emerge (ω±). This is a phase transition with the system switching at
critical emitter damping, from perturbative regime to strong coupling regime.

2.8.2 Strong coupling

Strong coupling occurs in a system when ω± results in real values at zero detuning with,

g2 > (γc−γe)2 /16 (2.21)

The time dynamics shows periodic oscillations (Rabi oscillations) which are masked with
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2.8 Light-matter coupling

finite damping of the system γe + γc)/2 (Fig. 2.15d). However, this clearly fails when
γc = γe since in this case the equation 2.16 always gives real solutions even though the
linewidths may be larger than the splitting [56]. To observe the split, the modes clearly
require at least,

ΩR > Γ̄ = (γc+γe)/2 (2.22)

giving the condition 2g > Γ̄. These different scenarios are mapped in Fig. 2.15d. There
are two types of damping processes that destroy the coherence of the Rabi oscillations. (i)
Spontaneous decay to lower electronic states: this process occurs stochastically, breaking
the coherence of the wave function. The rate of this damping process is set by the lifetime
of the polariton states (both radiative and non-radiative part). (ii) Phonon decoherence:
the dephasing is complicated to understand for molecular systems with strong vibrational
states, further complicated by the interaction with the environment that perturbs the phase
of the wavefunction and destroy the Rabi flipping dynamics.

The energy ladder obtained from the solution to JC Hamiltonian for strong-light
matter coupling depicts the anharmonicity of the structure (Fig. 2.16). This is also known
as a JC ladder, giving rise to an intriguing optical effect of a photon blockade [77–79].
Photon blockade arises when the first excitation blocks absorption of a second photon of the
same energy, enabling nonlinear response with a single photon. However, the spectrum of
the system changes when more than one emitter is involved in the interaction. A system of
N emitters coupled to the same electromagnetic mode acts like a giant quantum oscillator
with dipole strength µ

√
N . Hence the strength of coupling correspondingly scales with the

number of emitters, whereas the higher excitations are harmonic and do not induce the
effect of photon blockade within the limits of Nph�N .

Earlier works on strong coupling in plasmonic systems focused on the coupling
of molecular aggregates with SPP modes on metal film [84–92]. In most experiments
strong coupling was observed between a silver film and exciton modes of J-aggregates
or aggregates of dye molecules. The strength of the coupling was reveiled by measuring
anticrossing in reflectivity measurements. Furthermore, the light emission from the coupled
system traced the position of the lower polariton branch with no evidence of emission from
the upper polariton branch. Few studies attributed this phenomenon to the presence of a
large number of uncoupled excitons in the system, energy relaxation dynamics of different
polariton states, presence of N -1 dark states or even the wavelength of excitation. This
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Figure 2.17: Strong coupling in plasmonic cavities. (a-c) Au plasmonic nanodisc dimer coupled
with molecular J-aggregates. (a) SEM image of a plasmonic nanodisc dimer with a diameter of
85 nm and a gap of 15 nm. (b) Near-field enhancement map (E2/E2

0) for (a), with maximum
enhancement of 200 in the gap. (c) Polarization dependent scattering spectra obtained from
the nanodisc dimer system on coupling with excitons transition wavelength of J-aggregates
at 693 nm. 0◦ represents the detection polarization angle parallel to the dimer axis. (a-c)
Reproduced from [80]. (d) Schematic view of J-aggregate sheet coupled with silver nanoprism.
(e) Energy density ε|E|2 distribution around a silver nanoprism, showing that Vm is approximated
by geometrical volume of the nanoprism. (f) Scattering spectrum of a single nanoprism strongly
coupled to J-aggregates, resulting in a pronounced scattering dip. (d-f) Reproduced from [81].
(g) Schematic of experimental STM used to achieve single-molecule Fano resonance. (h) Ag tip
in close proximity to the molecule and (i) corresponding STM luminescence spectra representing
a typical Fano lineshape. (g-i) Reproduced from [82]. (j) SEM image of plasmonic bowties. (k)
Scattering spectra of bowties with (from top to bottom) one, two and three QDs in the gap. All
spectra show a transparency dip due to Rabi splitting. (l) Spatial distribution of the coupling
strength in the gap between the bowties. (j-l) Reproduced from [83].
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absence of upper polariton branch emission is still an unsolved issue and is a subject of
ongoing debate. [93, 94].

Exciting features start to appear when the number of emitters is drastically de-
creased to the quantum limit of one emitter level. To progress in that direction, localized
plasmonic modes are utilized. In recent experiments with plasmonic dimers, nanorods,
cubes, core-shell nanoparticles, nanostars and nanoprisms the number of excitons is drastic-
ally reduced to <1000 excitons [80, 95–99] (see Fig. 2.17a-f for experiments on nanodimers
and nanoprisms). There was also significant evidence of uncoupled excitons in their data.
This is expected because, although J-aggregated molecules are coated on nanostructures
the optical fields are strongly confined in the gaps or on the surface, which is sometimes
shielded by the oxide layers in silver substrates or else the excitons are not aligned well with
the optical fields.

Achieving strong coupling at single emitter level requries meticulous alignment of
the emitters in a highly confined plasmonic mode volume. A study published after the
work presented in Chapter 7, utilized STM tips with sub-nanometre spatial control to
couple confined plasmon modes near the tip with molecules deposited on the surface (Fig.
2.17g-i). When the tip is in close proximity they observed Fano lineshapes in tunneling
electron-induced luminescence spectra [82]. However, the coupling strengths were still
limited to values lower than the cavity damping rates due to the mismatch between the
molecular dipole and cavity fields. In another work, Santhosh et al. [83] utilized capillary
forces to assemble one to few quantum dots (QD) in the gaps of silver bowtie cavity (Fig.
2.17j-l). They observed a transparency dip in the scattering spectra, registering coupling
strength of 120 meV, close to the strong coupling regime.

As have been discussed, the fabrication of nanocavities with small gaps d<5 nm is
extremely demanding. Moreover, specifically positioning the molecule in this tiny gap is
an extremely challenging task. In the next chapter I discuss experimental methods used to
make NPoM cavities and to position molecular emitters into these tiny gaps with controlled
orientation and position. I also discuss the optical techniques developed to probe these
nanocavities.
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3 Supramolecular Assembly and
Nano-Optical Spectroscopy

Constructing reliable plasmonic nanocavities with precise nanogaps and the molecule of
interest positioned at the field-maxima at optimal orientations is crucial for optimized light-
molecule coupling. Obtaining such nanocavities has always been hard due to the stochastic
variation associated with nanoparticle size, shape, anisotropy of molecules and floppiness
of weak van der Waals forces. Highly interdisciplinary tools are needed to build nanoscale
plasmonic cavities and to probe them. In this chapter, I discuss the fabrication of plasmonic
nanocavities with robust control over nanometre gaps and methods to position molecules
into these gaps at precise location and orientation using supra-molecular self-assembly.
Having achieved these nanocavities, I further introduce the nano-optical spectroscopy
methods used to probe light-molecule coupling phenomena presented in this thesis.
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3.1 Self-assembled monolayers on metallic surfaces

Certain organic molecules have the capability to spontaneously assemble on Au surfaces
with order and high density. These assembled molecules are termed self-assembled mono-
layers (SAMs) [100]. The molecular structure of such molecules is generally classified
into three different regions (Fig. 3.1a). (i) Functional groups bind to Au surfaces via
covalent bonds or via strong van der Waals interactions [101, 102]. Typically, the bond
strength of these affinities is larger than kBT (kB= Boltzmann constant). The chemistry
of Au is unique in this aspect of binding molecules, as Au does not have any stable oxide
states (Au2O3 is the only metastable state) allowing surfaces accessible for binding other
molecules. However, the extremely high electron affinity of Au (2.31 eV) allows molecules
with soft electron donating groups to bind to the Au surface [103]. Thiols and carboxy-
and π-electron clouds of phenyl groups have been highly studied and are used in this
study (Fig. 3.1b). (ii) The head group of the SAM molecule is located at the opposite
end of the molecule determining the chemical properties of the SAM surface. The head
and functional groups are separated by (iii) the backbone which is composed of either
or both aliphatic (-CH2-) or aromatic (-phenyl) groups. The backbone determines both
the electronic and heat transport properties as well as the mechanical properties of the
SAM. To obtain a high degree of order, it is important that there is a certain interaction
between the molecular backbones. In this work, different lengths of alkane and aromatic
thiol molecules are self-assembled on flat Au surfaces (Fig. 3.1c).

The assembly of SAMs is governed by the co-operative interaction with the binding
energy of the functional group with the Au substrate and the intermolecular interaction,
for example, π−π stacking. The binding energy of a thiol group to Au is ∼1.9 eV [104],
which is sufficiently large to compensate for the change in entropic energy. Assembly of
SAMs on Au initiates from the rapid attachment of molecules to the Au surface followed
by very slow ordering of molecules by maximizing the interaction between the backbone
and the gold surface [105, 106]. For typical concentrations and solvents (1 mM in ethanol),
this second step is completed within ∼24 h.

To summarize, SAMs have the following unique properties from the point of view
of light-molecule coupling in plasmonic nanocavities: (i) Robust monolayers are formed
with highly dense and defined orientation of molecules on plasmonic Au surfaces. (ii)
Specifically for NPoM geometries, these SAMs act as insulating spacers when a nanoparticle
is deposited on top. SAMs are typically 1 -3nm elementary thin film materials and determine
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Figure 3.1: Assembly of molecules on Au surface. (a) Illustration of different regions of the
molecule that spontaneously self-assembles on the Au surface. (b) Examples of functional groups
that bind to the Au surface and support the assembly of molecules. (c) Different SAMs used to
control the gap distance between the Au surface and the nanoparticle deposited on top.

the nm gap size between two plasmonic surfaces. (iii) Different functionalities of the end
group can be explored for controlling the surface wettability and chemistry of plasmonic
surfaces to absorb molecules that in general do not sit on Au surfaces. However, SAMs are
limited to few sets of molecules with the right functionalities and geometry. Further, direct
chemical bonding of molecules of interest with metal can result in undesirable modification
of the chemical properties of the molecule. High packing density can be disadvantageous
sometimes, due to the electronic coupling between the molecules modifying the resonances.
To address these issues, I use guest-host complexes of cucurbit-[n]-uril (CB[n]) molecules.
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Figure 3.2: Supramolecular host, Cucurbit-[n]-uril. (a) Chemical structure of the monomer
unit of CB[n]. (b) Electrostatic potential of CB[7], reproduced from [107]. (c) Chemical structure
and physical dimensions of CB[7]. (d) Physical dimensions of different CB[n].
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3.2 Cucurbit-[n]-uril: Supramolecular host

Cucurbit[n]uril host molecules are pumpkin-shaped water soluble macrocyclic molecules
composed of repeating units ([n]=5-8,10) of methylated glycoluril arranged in a ring1 (Fig.
3.2a). This barrel-shaped geometry inherently makes the CB[n] extremely rigid under
compression of the portal regions [108, 109]. The carbonyl rings at the portals of the
CB[n] have negative electrostatic potential (Fig. 3.2b) values >1.5 eV. This allows CB[n]
to bind to various positively charged ions such as Fe2+ and Na+. However, the inner
pocket encompassed by the fused rings has no functional groups and no free electron pairs.
Thus, the inner pocket of CB[n] is somewhat hydrophobic and has preference towards the
encapsulation of even slightly hydrophobic compounds. The inner pocket volume varies for
different [n] values, allowing the capture of specific host molecules. The physical dimensions
of different CB[n] are noted in Fig. 3.2d; the parameter to note here is the height of CB[n]
which does not change with the number of monomers in the ring.

3.2.1 Guest-host assembly of CB[n]

Binding of the guest molecules inside CB[n] is determined by three key parameters. Two
parameters already mentioned above are the hydrophobic pocket and the physical dimen-
sions of the pocket volume. The third driving parameter for the formation of a guest-host
complex is the enthalpic and entropic change during the replacement of high-energy water
molecules present inside the pocket by the guest molecules [107]. For example, methylene
blue (MB) molecules spontaneously get encapsulated inside CB[7] and CB[8] with large
binding constants 106 - 107M−1 and 1013 - 1014M−2 respectively. Hydrated MB molecules
in water displace high energy water molecules present in CB[7] and CB[8] resulting in the
formation of a guest-host complex.

nMB + H2O ↼
⇁MB.H2O + MB2.H2O + MB3.H2O + . . . (3.1)

MBn.H2O + CB[7] .H20 ↼
⇁ {CB[7]⊃MB}+ H2O (3.2)

MBn.H2O + CB[8] .H2O ↼
⇁ {CB[7]⊃MB2}+ H2O (3.3)

1CB[n] molecules utilized in this study are synthesized by author’s collaborators at Prof. Oren A Scherman’s
group, Melville Laboratory for Polymer Synthesis, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK
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Figure 3.3: Guest-host complex of CB[7]. (a) Chemical structure of different guest molecules
encapsulated inside CB[n], in which hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts are colour coded with
blue and red. (b) Assembly of MB guest molecule inside CB[7] and CB[8], the final molar
concentration of MB and CB[n] presented at left and right side. (c) Photographic images of MB
in water, MB encapsulated in CB[7] and CB[8]. (d) Photographic images of Au NP aggregates
formed on assembling with CB[n]-MB complex and compared with non-aggregated Au in water.
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This change in enthalpic and entropic values gives rise to a gain in Gibbs free energy
resulting in the formation of the complex. For the CB[7] complex, the gain from water
expulsion is the largest compared to other CB[n] members, because CB[7] has the highest
number of high energy molecules in the pocket whose energy is also remarkably large
compared to bulk water. Most of the assembly is done in water medium and in the
following section I discuss the experimental procedure used in creating the self-assembly of
CB[n]-guest complexes on Au surfaces.

3.2.2 Sample preparation

Stock solutions of CB[n] are prepared at 1 mM concentration in ultra-pure water. The lim-
ited solubility of CB[n] hinders the preparation of highly concentrated (>5 mM) solutions,
especially for CB[8] samples. The solubility is enhanced by incorporating a polar-guest
molecule into CB[n]. To encapsulate the guest into CB[n], appropriate concentration
of guest molecules dissolved in water is mixed with CB[n] solution (Fig. 3.3a). The
concentration of the guest molecule is chosen in such a way that the resultant mix has
CB[n]:guest ratio in the range of 10:1 to 100:1, which ensures that CB[n] is excess in the
solution and most of the guest molecules are inside CB[n] (Fig. 3.3b). To ensure the
proper formation of a guest-host complex, the mixed solution is sonicated for 5 -10min.
Different sets of guest molecules are encapsulated in CB[n]. The photographic images of
samples of MB encapsulated in CB[7] and CB[8] are shown in Fig. 3.3c.

3.2.3 Optical properties of the guest-host complex

The formation of the guest-host complex is confirmed via optical absorption spectroscopy
(Fig. 3.4a). MB in water has a strong absorption band at ∼665 nm corresponding to
n−π∗ transitions accompanied by a weak shoulder peak at ∼620 nm from the 0-1 vibrionic
transition. The strong absorption below 650 nm observed in the experiment (Fig. 3.4b)
corresponds to the aggregation of MB at these concentrations [110]. As a cationic dye,
MB undergoes face-to-face (H-) aggregation which results in a strong absorption at 605 nm
for dimeric forms and at 575 nm for trimeric forms. The equilibrium constants for these
aggregates are reported to be 104-106Lmol−1/2 in water [110].

These aggregates are well separated by encapsulation in CB[7], as each CB[7] can
accommodate only one MB [111] (Fig 3.4c,e). This is also reflected in the absorption
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Figure 3.4: Monitoring formation of guest-host complex. (a) Optical extinction setup used.
(b-d) Absorption of MB in (b) water without any CB[n] and MB in complexed form with (c)
CB[7] and (d) CB[8]. (e) Top and side view of MB encapsulated in CB[7]. (f) Fraction of MB
in monomeric and dimeric form on encapsulation with CB[n] and in water.
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spectrum with suppressed dimer and trimer peaks [112]. However, CB[8] forms association
with two MB molecules aggregated in a sandwich type of structure [113], resulting in a
strong absorption band at 610 nm (Fig. 3.4d) along with a weak absorption associated
with the monomeric form. From the intensities of these absorption bands, the fraction of
MB in monomeric and dimeric forms in CB[n] are extracted. More than 80% of MB is
present in the monomeric form in CB[7] sample, whereas CB[8] sample contains more than
60% of the dimeric form. This kind of isolation of emitter is crucial for single-molecule
studies, where optical properties are not mixed with disordered aggregates.

3.2.4 Assembly of CB[n] on Au surfaces

CB[n]s encapsulated with guest molecules are assembled on Au surfaces linking spherical
nanoparticles and Au films via electrostatic interactions of the CB[n] portal [115, 116]. The
CB[n] binds to Au with the carbonyl portals at either end of the barrel structure flat to the
metal surface. On adding CB[n] to Au NP solution, CB[n] binds to Au surface and ‘glues’
the nanoparticles. So, CB[n] acts like a binding linker to bridge Au nanoparticles. In solution
with excess CB[n], Au nanoparticles aggregate to form a large fractal-like structure with
gap size controlled by the CB[n], which is 0.9 nm. This aggregation process is monitored
by extinction spectroscopy (Fig. 3.5a,b), in which the plasmon absorption band at 535 nm
gradually decreases with time, accompanied by the evolution of new plasmon modes due
to the coupling between the nanoparticles (termed as chain modes). There is no difference
between plasmon bands of aggregates formed from CB[7] and CB[8]. The SEM image of
formed aggregates with 40 nm Au nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 3.5c with inset showing
the gap size controlled with the size of CB[n] molecule.

Similarly, CB[n]s are assembled on a metal surface [51] (Fig. 3.5d). Here, atomically
smooth gold substrates are prepared by e-beam evaporation of 100 nm gold layers onto a
clean silicon wafer. This is then heated to 60◦C, with epoxy glued to it and then cured,
before peeling off to obtain an ultra-smooth gold surface. This gold coated substrate
is submerged in a 1 mM solution of CB[7] in de-ionized water overnight to deposit a
layer of CB[7] molecules or CB[7]-MB complexes. Further, 40 -60nm citrate-capped gold
nanoparticles (purchased from BBI) are drop-cast onto the coated film where physisorption
takes place and are rinsed with de-ionized water after 10 s to remove excess particles. The
substrate is then blown dry using nitrogen, resulting in nanoparticle-on-mirror cavities with
CB[7]-MB molecule assembled in the gap.
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3 Supramolecular Assembly and Nano-Optical Spectroscopy

Figure 3.5: Assembly of CB[n] on Au surface. (a,b) Time resolved extinction spectrum
monitoring the formation of Au-NP aggregates on addition of (a) CB[7]-MB and (b) CB[8]-MB2.
(c) SEM image of formed aggregates from 40 nm Au-NP with CB[7]. Inset showing the gap 0.9 nm
formed between the two nanoparticles, reproduced from [114]. (d) Diagrammatic representation
of nanoparticle on mirror system with CB[7] molecules assembled on the Au surface, inset showing
the chemical structure of CB[7]-MB complex.
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3.3 DNA origami

3.3 DNA origami

Guest-host complexes with CB[n] provide sub-nm plasmonic cavities and well-assembled
molecules in the gap with a great degree of molecular orientation control. However, the
molecules are distributed stochastically on the surface. Various techniques [117] exist to
control the location of a single emitter beyond random deposition such as, (i) chemical
modification/functionalization of the substrate [118], (ii) placement by scanning probes in
scanning tunneling- or atomic force microscopes (AFM), (iii) electrostatic trapping [119],
(iv) capillary forces in solvent evaporation [120, 121] and (v) host-guest chemistry [116,
122]. However, each of these methods suffer from inherent issues of randomness, coupled
with low-yield and difficult scalability.

Here, I also utilize deterministic bottom-up nanoassembly combining both organic
and inorganic components, using deoxyribonucleic-acid origami (DNAo) nanotechnology
[123–128]. A long single strand of DNA termed the scaffold is folded by the comple-
mentarity of base-pairs along hundreds of much shorter DNA ‘staple strands’. These are
designed to uniquely bind two or more sections of the scaffold together, while pinning
different subcomponents to the staple strands yielding DNA ‘breadboards’ that can carry
different functional elements [129–137]. I combine two robust methods to form NPoM
cavities with DNAo breadboard spacers2.

The DNAo is designed as a 2-layer plate (Fig. 3.6a), each layer consisting of 24
helices having 128 to 149 base pairs [138]. The bottom layer has 4 thiol modifications
on specific staple strands which are used to bind the origami onto the flat Au mirror.
The top layer contains 6 poly-A (10 adenine bases on the 3’) overhangs which can bind
to the nanoparticle. The overhangs are designed to form a hexagon with the mid-point
labelled (0,0) so that ssDNA-coated-nanoparticles hybridize to locate the centre of the
nanoparticle bottom facet. The origami are folded in a 14 mM MgCl2, 1x TE Buffer using
a 7560-base long single stranded viral DNA scaffold isolated from M13mp18 derivative
(Tilibit nanosystems) at a concentration of 10 nM and a staple concentration of 100 nM
(i.e. 10:1 staple: DNA). The folding is carried out using an annealing cycle that slowly
cools the solution from 90 ◦C to 4 ◦C over a period of 23 hours. Once the cycle is complete,
the solution is filtered through a 100kDa Amicon filter in a 2 mM MgCl2, 0.5×TBE washing
the buffer thrice.

2DNAo spacers used in this work are assembled in collaboration with Prof. Ulrich F Keyser’s group at
Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK
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3 Supramolecular Assembly and Nano-Optical Spectroscopy

Figure 3.6: DNA origami assembly. (a) Design of DNA origami (DNAo), with dimensions
shown. Blue rectangles indicate each layer of the DNAo plate. Bottom layer has four thiolate
staples (grey circles) and the top layer has six overhangs to hybridize with ssDNA bound to the
nanoparticle (not to scale). (b) Large scale atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of DNAo
plates.

AFM images of these DNAo on Au surface confirm a uniform size distribution and
high yield assembly (Fig. 3.6b). The ∼2.5 nm diameter of each helix [139] sets the position
of the overhangs from this centre point (in nm) at (x,y) of (0,5), (0,-5), (5,2.5), (5,-2.5),
(-5,2.5) and (-5,-2.5). Finally, 80 nm diameter Au nanoparticles functionalized with 5’
thiol-modified 20x poly-T strands hybridize with the DNAo. The resultant assembly yields
nanoparticles on a flat metal surface with the ultra-narrow gap (NPoM cavity) filled with
DNA origami and a single-Cy5 molecule at the centre (Fig. 3.6d).

To optically address these nanocavities, I developed different microscopic setups
having the capability to probe individual nanocavities.

3.4 Optical nanoscopy

To image and excite single nanoparticles in a NPoM system, an Olympus BX51 microscope
combined with laser and white-light spectroscopy is used. This was reconfigured as a part
of this thesis to Raman and dark-field spectroscopy on individual NPoM cavities. Further
existing particle tracking codes were adopted to do automated nanoparticle scanning for
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3.4 Optical nanoscopy

Figure 3.7: Optical setup. (a) Optical sketch of the dark-field and Raman spectrometer. (b)
Schematic of the dark-field objective. (c) Dark-field image of NPoM sample, each spot represents
the scattering from individual NPoM cavities.
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3 Supramolecular Assembly and Nano-Optical Spectroscopy

Figure 3.8: NPoM dark-field scattering spectroscopy. (a) Scattering spectra obtained from
NPoM cavity at different focus, indicating chromatic corrections at longer wavelengths. The
dashed line represents the ideal focal height for each wavelength. (b) Typical dark-field spectra
obtained from >300 NPoM cavity from my automated particle tracking technique.

>500 NPoM cavities. The optical rig is equipped with Olympus LMPLFLN-BD objective
with NA 0.8×100 which is used for both the spectroscopy and imaging (Fig. 3.7a).
To characterize the resonances of NPoM cavity a wavelength-dependent light scattering
technique is exploited in a dark-field configuration.

3.4.1 Dark field spectroscopy

Nanoparticles in the NPoM system scatter light at the resonant frequency of the cavity. To
image and perform spectroscopy on individual nanoparticles, the outer-ring of the dark-field
objective was illuminated with collimated white-light (halogen source). Corresponding to
the high NA of the excitation ring, only the scattered light from each NP is collected by
the objective lens. The excitation and collection angles measured from the optical axis are
0◦-53◦ and 53◦-56◦. This scattered light is collected through a 50 µm multi-mode fibre
and routed to an OceanOptics QEPro spectrometer (cooled to −22◦C).

The wavelength-dependent scattering intensity needs to be referenced with the
response from the white light lamp to obtain the response of the NPoM cavity. This
referencing is done by collecting the scattered light from a white-light diffuser. The
dominant intensity scattered by the diffuser is collected at the angles along the optical
axis, however the NPoM cavity need not scatter light in this normal direction. This is
especially true when the NPoM cavity scatters at longer wavelength and at high angles, at
which chromatic aberration of the objective lens is high, resulting in different wavelengths
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3.4 Optical nanoscopy

Figure 3.9: Power reference measurements on silicon. (a) The variation in Raman spectra of
phonon mode of silicon with varied pump power. (b) The linear variation of peak intensity with
increasing pump power for the Si 512 cm−1 peak.

effectively collected at different heights. To circumvent this issue, I acquire series of spectra
at different focus heights (Fig. 3.8a) and final scattering spectrum is obtained from adding
intensities from an ideal focal height for different wavelengths. In special cases where
an accurate ratio of different peaks from the NPoM cavity spectrum are needed, similar
calibration is required for the lamp response. As the white-diffuser is not a point scatterer
like the NPoM cavity, collecting spectra at different focus heights does not help. To
account for this, light scattering from a 50 µm glass microsphere is used. By changing the
focal height, light is reflected at different angles from the microsphere surface, providing
accurate referencing for the NPoM cavity.

3.4.2 Electronic and Raman scattering

To pump the molecule placed in a NPoM cavity, the above setup is equipped with a
helium-neon (HeNe) laser of wavelength 632.8 nm (Fig. 3.7a), and the laser is expanded
to fill the back aperture of the objective lens. Back-scattered light from the sample is
collected from the same objective and routed to an Andor Shamrock i303 spectrograph
after filtering the laser line with the two notch filters with OD>6. The light is dispersed with
a 600 lines/mm grating and the spectrum is recorded with an Andor Newton DU970P-BVF
EMCCD (cooled to−90 ◦C). The power density of the laser on the sample is controlled with
a Thorlabs FW212CNEB automated filter wheel with twelve neutral density filters, such
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3 Supramolecular Assembly and Nano-Optical Spectroscopy

Figure 3.10: Multi-wavelength excitation setup. (top) Setup of the Renishaw inVia Raman
microscope coupled with side white-light illumination. (bottom) Optical images obtained from
50x long working objective without and with white-light illumination from side.

that the resulting power on sample varies between 20−400 µW/µm2. Thus the reference
measurements were done on silicon (Fig. 3.9). The intensity of photon mode at 512 cm−1

varies linearly with increasing pump power.

Experiments with multi-wavelength excitation were performed on an Renishaw inVia
Raman microscope (Fig. 3.10), with available wavelengths of 244 nm, 488 nm, 532 nm,
633 nm, and 785 nm. For the work presented in this thesis, I utilize 532 nm, 633 nm
and 785 nm lines. A simple dark-field illumination setup was developed for identifying
nanoparticles in an easy manner. The excitation light provided by a fibre coupled white
light source was injected to the sample from the side at steep angles. Small nanoparticles
with diameter <60 nm are identified as bright scatterers, only in the presence of this light.
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3.5 Electromagnetic modelling

3.5 Electromagnetic modelling

An important toolbox for the understanding of optical properties of metallic nanoparticles
is the numerical modelling of electromagnetic fields. Here, objects are discretized into small
elements and Maxwell’s equations are solved numerically for each element. I use commercial
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD, Lumerical) package for the modelling.

3.5.1 Scattering from NPoM cavities

To model the scattering from a NPoM cavity, the gold or silver nanostructure was modelled
as an appropriate geometry on top of an infinite dielectric sheet of thickness d. Underneath
this sheet, a 200 nm thick gold layer was placed in order to replicate the experimental NPoM
geometry (Fig. 3.11 left). The dielectric function of gold was taken from Johnson and
Christy [25] and the material function for silver was taken from Palik. The real refractive
index of the dielectric sheet was varied depending on the experimental parameters. The
NPoM was illuminated with a s- and p-polarized plane wave from an angle of incidence of
θi = 55◦. The scattered light was then collected within a cone of half-angle θc = 53◦ based
on the numerical aperture of the objective. The resulting spectra were incoherently added
in order to obtain an unpolarized scattering response as was measured experimentally.

In Lumerical, the angle of incidence of the impinging light pulse is controlled through
the magnitude of the k-vector in the y-direction (Fig. 3.11 right). Since the k-vector is
also a function of wavelength, excitation using a broadband pulse results in changes in the
angle of incidence within the frequencies of the pulse. This prohibits a constant angle of
incidence during a frequency sweep for our excitation angles of 55◦. To account for this, a
narrow pulse for each desired frequency point can be used and the entire problem is solved
for each frequency point, a computationally rather expensive strategy.

3.5.2 Enhanced decay from point dipoles

To calculate the enhanced decay rates of the molecule in a NPoM cavity and to estimate
the mode volume, the Purcell factor (from Chapter 2.8.1) method is utilized. This Purcell
factor describes the enhanced radiative and non-radiative decay rates of a classical dipole
in the NPoM cavity. This is simulated by placing dipoles in specific orientations either
at the centre of the facet or at the edge, near the top nanoparticle where the fields are
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3 Supramolecular Assembly and Nano-Optical Spectroscopy

Figure 3.11: Lumerical FDTD simulation setup. (left) Schematic of NPoM system along with
the source, detector and simulation boundaries (not to the scale). (right) Generation of a light
pulse in Lumerical, showing the variation in the angle of incidence for a broadband incident pulse.

strongly enhanced. The mode volume for each mode was subsequently extracted from this
calculation and from the Q-factor obtained from the resonant lineshape, as described in
the section above (Sec. 3.5.1.

3.5.3 Strong coupling from Lorentz absorbing materials

To simulate the strong coupling with molecules, the gap of the NPoM cavity is modelled
as a self-consistent dispersive medium with excitonic dielectric permittivity described by
the Lorentz model as,

εtot (ω) = ε∞+
∑
j

fj ω
2
j

ω2
j −ω2− iγjω

(3.4)

where ε∞=1.96 is the non-resonant background. For each exciton (A,B)fj is the reduced
oscillator strength and h̄ωA,B are the A,B exciton energies with linewidth parameters γA,B
tuned to match the experimentally observed values from absorption measurements.

To summarize, in this chapter I have introduced different experimental and theor-
etical methods used in this thesis. Especially, guest-host assembly of molecules and their
binding to metal surfaces resulting in NPoM cavity is demonstrated. Further the optical
properties of assembled structures are measured by scattering and absorption spectroscopy
methods. Experimental results are further corroborated with numerical simulations and the
details of these simulations are introduced.
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4 Plasmonic Nanocavity Modes in
Ultranarrow Gaps

Plasmonic nanocavities with sub-5 nm gaps between nanoparticles support multiple reson-
ances and possess ultra-high-field confinement and enhancements. The precise structural
details of nanogaps dramatically modify the plasmonic response, producing a complex
pattern of confined electromagnetic modes that can be directly observed in scattering
experiments. Here I systematically compare the two fundamentally different resonant gap
modes: transverse waveguide (s) and antenna modes (l), which, despite both tightly
confining light within the gap, have completely different near-field and far-field radiation
patterns and strengths. By varying the gap size, both experimentally and theoretically, I
show how changing the nanoparticle shape affects the hybridization of s and l modes.
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4 Plasmonic Nanocavity Modes in Ultranarrow Gaps

4.1 Need for plasmonic nanocavities

Light confinement between nanoplasmonic components is now possible in nanoscale gaps
and provides exquisitely sensitive spectral information about the realm of sub-nanometre
structures. The unprecedented strong field enhancement in nanoscale gaps allows access
to real-time measurements of the movement of atoms and molecules [140]. As discussed in
Chapter 2, a promising route towards controlling plasmonic nanogaps is by the nanoparticle-
on-mirror (NPoM) geometry. Large numbers of plasmonic nanogaps can thus be obtained
in a controllable and reproducible manner. However, the exact geometry of the overlying
NP strongly modifies the optical response of this system, making it a subtle optical monitor
of atomic-scale modifications. As most of the NPs are faceted with different crystalline
planes, the bottom surface geometry of the NP facing the underlying mirror supports
different sets of bright modes (scatters light to far-fields) and dark modes (does not scatter
light). Certain sub-sets of dark-modes sharing similar field symmetries as bright modes will
strongly mix with bright modes in the near-field and scatter light with a different phase
into the far-field, resulting in a complex envelope of multiple modes at similar wavelength.
In the light of coupling optical emitters to plasmonic cavity modes, it is important to
understand local field strengths, far-field cross sections, losses due to damping, and spatial
charge distributions across the geometry for both bright and dark modes.

In this chapter I discuss the following questions:

⇒ How to estimate resonance energies of bright and dark modes?

⇒ How does different facet size and shape modulate these energies?

⇒ When and how do these modes mix with bright modes?

⇒ What determines their coupling strength?

⇒ How to decompose these modes from a complex spectrum?

⇒ How to quantify different parameters to define a figure of merit estimating the
coupling coefficient for a single optical emitter?

4.2 Confined waveguide and cavity modes

In a nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) geometry, a metallic nanoparticle is brought to interact
with its mirror image in an underlying metal film. Thin dielectric spacers between the two
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4.2 Confined waveguide and cavity modes

Figure 4.1: Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide modes dispersion. (a) Schematic of
MIM structure with variable insulating material (refractive index of 1.5) sandwiched between two
infinite metal (Au) surface. (b) Dispersion of MIM modes for variable gap size (d= 50, 30, 10,
5, 3 and 1 nm) is compared with photon and propagating SPP mode on a planer Au surface.

metallic interfaces are usually introduced to prevent conductive contact. In comparison
to a single spherical NP, tightly coupled plasmonic components support different cavity
modes confined to the gap between them.

1. Transverse waveguide cavity modes (sij) where fields propagate parallel to the flat
interfaces and reflect at the facet edges (as for Fabry-Perot modes), lead to coherent
interference with characteristic standing-wave patterns.

2. Longitudinal antennae modes (l1,2...) are the coupled charge oscillations of the NP
with the image charges in the mirror that radiate efficiently. These modes are mixed
and radiate at specific angles depending on the exact geometry.
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4 Plasmonic Nanocavity Modes in Ultranarrow Gaps

Figure 4.2: Confined metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide modes. (a) Schematic of
a faceted NPoM with charge oscillations for s05 mode. 1D MIM waveguide with boundary
conditions defined by the facet size supporting modes with antinode (b) and node (c) at the
centre of NPoM. (d) Dispersion of MIM waveguide modes for varying facet size. The modes are
calculated for NPoM with D = 100nm, d= 1nm and nd = 1.45.
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4.2 Confined waveguide and cavity modes

4.2.1 Transverse waveguide cavity mode

The NPoM with facets forms metal-insulator-metal (MIM) cavity with boundary defined
by a (for now) circular facet. The dispersion of cavity modes (sij) as a function of facet
length w is calculated based on the MIM waveguide dispersion E(k‖) with a gap distance
d as,

tanh

(
βdd

2

)
= εdβm
εmβd

(4.1)

where βm,d =
√
k‖εm,dk

2
0 and εd (εm) is the dielectric permittivity for the gap (metal). For

very thin gaps (d<10 nm) [141–143] approximation of tanh(x) = x can be used to obtain
an analytical expression for MIM waveguide dispersion as,

(
k||
h̄c

E

)2
= εd+

(
γ

2

)1 +
√

[1 + 4(εd− εm)
γ

 (4.2)

where γ = [(−2h̄cεd)/(Edεm)]2 giving the effective waveguide refractive index, neff =
h̄ck‖/E, dependent on the dielectric constants εm in the metal and εd the gap dielectric.
The dispersion of MIM modes is interpreted as the hybridization of propagating SPP
modes when two metal-dielectric surfaces are brought closer to each other [144–147].
The dispersion of low energy modes is plotted in the Fig. 4.1. When the distance between
two Au surfaces (d) is large (>50 nm) the dispersion is not significantly different from a
single Au surface. However, when d<5 nm the dispersion becomes flat with extremely small
plasmon wavelengths (<10 nm i.e. deep ultraviolet wavelengths). Moreover the amplitudes
of electric fields reach higher values due to an increase in plasmon density of states (inversely
proportional to the slope of dispersion curve). Further the decay of fields into metal (δm)
defined as δm = [Re

√
k2− (ω2/c2)εm(ω)]−1 where k is the wavevector, decreases by an

order of magnitude. δm drops to <5 nm for MIM modes with d=1 nm, compared with
propagating SPPs on a single Au surface where δm ∼25 nm. Thus, the wavelength along
the direction of propagation is shortened significantly and does not couple well to the
far-field.

In NPoM geometry, the facet width of the nanoparticle defines lateral discretization
of these MIM waveguide modes resulting in solutions of different symmetry within the
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4 Plasmonic Nanocavity Modes in Ultranarrow Gaps

cavities (s0i and sjj modes, Fig. 4.2). The resonance positions λij of the cavity modes
can be approximately analytically using [49],

λij = λp

√
εdw

dαij
+ ε∞ (4.3)

with λp =137 nm as the plasmon wavelength of Au in the Drude approximation with
ε∞ =10.5 as the corresponding background dielectric permittivity while εd= 1.63, for a
given dielectric constant ε = n2 and thickness d = 1.0 nm. Here, αij = α

′
ij + φ is the

argument of the ith root of the cylindrical Bessel function of mth order Jm and accounts
for a simplified circular facet shape, where φ = π is a phase-shift that accounts for the
reflection of the cavity modes at the edges of the cavity.

While a full simulation is needed to find the exact spectral position of the resonant
modes which reflect between the discontinuities at either end of this plasmonic MIM
waveguide, simple indications can be extracted from this model. We can assume perfect
reflection at each end, due to the strong mismatch in impedance within and outside the
MIM plasmon waveguide. In practise, the phase shift on reflection and the reflectivity of
the plasmon closely depends on the exact morphology at the facet edges (and this is likely
seen in experiments with nanoparticles with geometries). However, full simulations show
that the field stays slightly outside the facet area for such narrow gaps, and hence this is
a reasonable assumption.

4.2.2 Hybridization with antenna mode

Optical antenna modes convert the freely propagating optical radiation into localized
energy, and vice versa. The NPoM cavity couples light in and out via these antenna
modes (l1 and l2 modes shown in Fig. 4.3a). These cavity modes possess charge on the
top NP surface that facilities the fields to couple in and out of the cavity (Fig. 4.3b,c)
and exist for all facet sizes. As the facet size increases, the antenna modes shift to lower
energy due to the increased interaction area (Fig. 4.3d, grey line). This red-shift ceases
at w/2R ∼ 0.3 and blue-shifts occur for larger facets because of the reduced facet of the
nanoparticle, which then represents a shorter antenna.

To investigate the interaction of these antenna modes with waveguide modes,
antenna modes are modelled simply with a linear blue-shift (Fig. 4.3d, black line). Two
different classes of waveguide modes (sjj and s0i) exist, depending on their radial symmetry.
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4.2 Confined waveguide and cavity modes

Figure 4.3: Hybridization of antenna (l) and waveguide modes (s). (a) Scattering spectrum
for NPoM with a perfectly spherical nanoparticle with R =50 nm in a 1 nm gap. The two
resonances l1 and l2 are the longitudinal antenna modes of the cavity with charge distribution
shown adjacent. The charge on the top surface of the nanoparticle make these modes bright
and accessible in far-field scattering spectroscopy. Near-field (E/E0) distributions for (b) l2 and
(c) l1 modes, with line profiles at the middle of the gap shown below. (d) Evolution of different
MIM modes (blue and orange lines) as the perfect sphere is transformed into a faceted sphere
with increasing facet length (w). l1 mode (black line) strongly hybridizes with s0i modes (blue
lines) resulting in the formation of new hybrid bright modes j modes (pink lines, intensity of the
mode is indicated by the size of dots). The l1 mode does not mix with sjj modes (orange dotted
lines) so they remain dark and not generally observed in far-field scattering. (d) is replotted and
modified from [148].

As seen in Fig. 4.3d, the waveguide modes with odd-order Bessel functions (s11, s12,. . .;
dashed orange curve) cross the antenna modes without any interaction, while the even-order
waveguide modes (s02, s03, . . .; blue curve) anti-cross the antenna modes. This is explained
using the hybridization picture according to which, coupling of two plasmonic modes leads
to hybridized modes (pink curve) of higher and lower energy respectively, and between them
is a ‘forbidden gap’ at the crossing point. This anti-crossing is best identified for the s02

mode at a facet width of w/2R∼0.6. The sjj waveguide modes are not radially symmetric
and therefore do not couple to the radially symmetric antenna modes, crossing without
interaction. However, s0i waveguide modes share the same symmetry with antenna modes
in the near-field resulting in their anti-crossing with each other. The coupling strength is
determined by the contact angle between the nanoparticle facet and the substrate, which
provides radiative outcoupling to the hybridized modes accessible in far-field.
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4 Plasmonic Nanocavity Modes in Ultranarrow Gaps

This results in a complex set of multiple modes influencing optical properties at a
given wavelength of interest. While several geometries have been reported in the literature,
the question of which geometry is optimal for coupling light into emitters within these nano-
cavities remains unclear. To tackle this, parameters such as the local field strength, far-field
cross sections, losses due to damping, and spatial charge distributions across the geometry
need to be carefully analyzed. To understand how the individual modes influence these
parameters, a suitable decomposition technique is required. Here, I address this issue by
considering two extreme dimer nano-architectures based on cubes with sharp edges and
spheres with smooth surfaces. A theoretical framework is also developed that provides
ideal decomposition of the modes, which is used to quantify their different Purcell factors.

Figure 4.4: Nanocube vs nanosphere image-dimers. (a) Schematic of Ag nanocube with
75 nm edge length placed on template-stripped Au with sub-5 nm molecular gaps, supporting
waveguide mode. (b) Optical dark-field images of (top) nanocubes and (bottom) nanospheres
placed on Au mirror with BPT and PVP spacers respectively. (c) Schematic of NPoM, supporting
strong antenna mode. (d-f) Scattering spectra from (d,e) 75 nm nanocubes with (d) d=10 nm
SiO2 spacer, (e) 3 nm BPT spacer, and (f) nanosphere with 2nm PVP spacer. Inset colour maps
show normalized near-field intensity at the resonance wavelength, taken at the middle of gap;
white lines indicate nanostructure edges.
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4.3 Nanocube vs Nanosphere-on-Mirror

Figure 4.5: NCoM modes at different gap. Experimental scattering obtained for >200 NCoM
for two different gaps (a) 10 nm SiO2 spacer and (b) 3 nm gap of BPT+PVP spacer.

4.3 Nanocube vs Nanosphere-on-Mirror

Systematic comparison of near- and far-field optics of film-coupled nanocubes (termed
nanocube-on-mirror, NCoM) and nanospheres (nanoparticle-on-mirror, NPoM) for sub-
5 nm gaps (Fig. 4.4a-c) is performed here. Recent studies have shown that both these
systems exhibit extreme nano-optics such as ultrafast photon emission from NCoMs [75]
and strong-coupling from NPoMs in the single-emitter regime [149]. There are two
fundamental parameters for a cavity which describe how well it enhances light-matter
interactions. The quality factor (Q=ωc/γc) describes how long a photon can be confined
within the cavity and is calculated from the spectral width γc and the resonant frequency
of the cavity ωc. The second parameter is the effective field localization Veff, which
characterizes the confinement of the cavity mode. Different power law scaling of Q and Veff
influences different optical phenomena and as shown, are influenced by the nanoparticle
shape.

The fundamental (or lowest order) cavity resonance of the NCoM structure (seen
in the near-IR with larger gaps in Fig. 4.4d and Fig. 4.5a) has Q ∼30 with strong field
enhancements near the nanocube edges (inset Fig. 4.4d). By contrast, NPoMs have the
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4 Plasmonic Nanocavity Modes in Ultranarrow Gaps

highest field confinement at the centre with broader resonances (Q ∼15, Fig. 4.4f). For
nanogaps below 5 nm the optical dark-field images of NCoMs and NPoMs both exhibit
doughnut spatial profiles (Fig. 4.4b) which are characteristic of vertical radiating dipoles,
confirming the coupling to image charges in the metal film. However, spectra of this
collected scattered light exhibit completely different resonance features (Fig. 4.4e,f and
Fig. 4.5b). The question of which resonance is the most effective for molecular nano-optics
in such small gaps is the focus of this chapter.

As several resonant mixed modes can contribute toQ and Veff at any given wavelength,
it is not easy to understand their dependences without decomposing the observed peaks
into fundamental modes. Therefore, I first show how to deconvolve the observed composite
plasmonic modes of this nanoparticle-on-mirror geometry (focusing on the cube initially, as
Chapter 2 describes the modes of a sphere) and analyze how these modes interfere in the
near-field and far-field response using a symmetry-based eigenmode decomposition. I track
these fundamental modes while tuning the gap size and obtain the deconvolved charge
distributions for the two dominant lowest modes of cube NCoMs. I then show how these
two modes evolve while transforming the cube NCoM into the sphere NPoM. It is found
that different types of modes are involved, with waveguide modes closely confined to the
gap and antenna modes with significant amplitude on the top of the nanoparticles. Finally,
once I have pure charge distributions for these fundamental modes, I come back to the
figures of merit for different modes to quantify which system is most effective for coupling
to single molecules.

4.4 Characterization of nanocavity modes in cube
NCoMs

To characterize the resonances of cube NCoMs with gaps below 5 nm, samples are fabric-
ated with self-assembled monolayers of biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT) on template-stripped gold
and then silver nanocubes (edge length 75 nm) assembled on top, resulting in NCoMs with
gaps of 2 -3nm (note that nanocubes are coated with 1 -1.5nm thick poly(vinylpyrrolidinone)
(PVP) on the surface). Dark-field scattering spectra from various such NCoMs (Fig. 4.5b)
consistently exhibit two optical resonances, with average peak positions around 650 nm and
780 nm. Small variations in peak positions from nanoparticle to nanoparticle is associated
with differences in nanoparticle size, PVP coverage and their edge rounding (see below).
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Figure 4.6: Simulated nanocavity resonances of nanocube with 3 nm gap. (a) FDTD
scattering (black) and near-field spectra (purple) for 75 nm Ag cube on Au mirror with 3 nm
gap of n=1.4, under normal (top) and perpendicular (bottom) illumination (insets). (b) BEM
scattering full solution (orange) at 55◦ incidence, with projections from 1st (dashed green) and
5th (dashed gray) irreducible representations. (c) Charge distributions and decompositions at λs
peaks in (b). (d) Amplitudes of j± modes and charge distributions to Γ1 component. (e) Angle
dependent far-field coupling pattern for s02, s11 modes.

Better insight is obtained using 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simula-
tions (Fig. 4.6a). For normal illumination with electric field polarized parallel to the metal
surface, only one resonance mode at longer wavelengths (600 -1200nm) is observed in the
far-field scattering spectrum (scattering intensity integrated over all directions). The same
resonance mode is observed in the near-field and labeled s11 because its field profile shows
charge oscillations between each edge of the nanocube indicating a transverse waveguide
feature [150] (Fig. 4.4d inset). Illumination almost parallel to the metal film with electric
field polarized perpendicular to the metal surface shows a completely different spectrum.
The near-field still shows s11 but a new resonance labeled s02 is also observed at 690 nm.
Unlike s11 which has a nodal line across the centre of the nanocube, the s02 mode is
maximum at the centre and each corner of the nanocube (Fig. 4.4e, inset). In the far-field
however, the strong scattering resonance at s11 (950 nm) is absent and two new resonances
labeled j+ and j− appear at 610 and 750 nm (which is discussed in detail in later sections,
but come from mixing s02 and l1), with lineshapes that are not Lorentzian. Similar modes
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4 Plasmonic Nanocavity Modes in Ultranarrow Gaps

are also observed in cropped spheres with NPoM geometry [49, 55] where strong mixing is
found between l1 and s02 modes.

4.4.1 Symmetry based decomposition of nanocavity modes in
NCoMs

The origin of the resonances in near- and far-field can be better understood through group
representation theory analysis [151–155]. The symmetry operations of the NCoM structure
form the C4v group, which has five irreducible representations (irrep, Γ). For each Γi, a
projection operator can be constructed1. The application of all projection operators to
a function results in basis functions that belong to different Γi. More importantly, the
obtained basis functions are orthogonal to each other in an inner product sense. Therefore,
the optical response from a FDTD solver [151–156] including the surface charge, surface
currents, near-, and far-fields of the NCoM can be decomposed according to Γi. For
a given incident field, the full solution of the surface charge can thus be decomposed
into surface charge basis functions (Fig. 4.7a,b) belonging to the first (Γ1) and fifth
(Γ5) irreps. Inspecting the charge contributions from Γi=1...5 shows that Γ2−4 do not
contribute significantly to the total field in the gap. The surface-charge basis functions act
as sources inducing the near- as well as the far-field. When the scattering cross section
is evaluated, due to their orthogonality, no interference between Γ1 and Γ5 is observed.
This immediately allows an additive decomposition of the scattering cross section, as easily
confirmed by comparing the orange curve with the dashed green and grey curves (σs due
to Γ1 and Γ5 respectively) which shows they are not coupled or interfering. The scattering
cross section associated with Γ5 has a prominent resonance around 880nm and weaker
resonances at and below 400 nm (Fig. 4.7a) which correspond to higher order sij modes.
The narrow s11 mode (880 nm) is weak in the region of the j± modes (which are associated
with Γ1, dashed green).

Corresponding features are seen in the near-field charge distributions (Figs. 4.7b):
Γ1 contributes to two resonances labelled j± (627 ,750 nm), with similar charge distribu-
tions maximized at the centre of the bottom cube face. These modes come from the
mixing of s02 and l1, and give constructive interference in the near-field that leads to
a near-field maximum at 665 nm (Fig. 4.6a lower). The amplitude of these j± modes

1Group theory analysis presented in this chapter are done by Xuezhi Zheng, Department of Electrical
Engineering (ESAT-TELEMIC), KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium
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Figure 4.7: Eigenmode deconvolution of NCoM resonance. (a) Simulated scattering
spectrum for a NCoM with 2 nm gap. Full solution (orange) at 55◦ incidence, with projections
from 1st (dashed green) and 5th (dashed gray) irreducible representations. (b) Charge
distributions and decompositions at different wavelengths from (b) (top row). This is decomposed
into the near-field contributions from different eigenmodes (Γ1 to Γ5). The s02 mode has a near-
field maximum at 665 nm and associated near-field feature is captured in Γ1, whereas the features
of the s11 mode at 871 nm are captured in Γ5. Note that Γ5 and Γ5(2) are degenerate modes.
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4 Plasmonic Nanocavity Modes in Ultranarrow Gaps

Figure 4.8: Coupling strengths. (a) Amplitudes of j± modes and charge distributions to Γ1
component. (b) Angle dependent far-field coupling pattern for s02, s11 modes.

shows overlapping spectral components (Fig. 4.8a), however there is a π shift between
their emission phases which means they destructively interfere in the far-field. Thus at the
wavelength of the central dip between the j± resonances, their near-fields within the gap
constructively add while in the far-field they cancel out. This can also be seen from their
opposite charge on the top surface of the cube (Fig. 4.8a, right),[157] thus giving their
asymmetric line shapes. It is important to note that when j± couple to molecules, it is
through their local near-field in the gap whereas far-field radiation of these modes is driven
by the oscillating charge on the top surface of the nanocube.

Even though s11 and s02 modes are projections of different Γi, their near-fields
both have major contributions from Ez components. Intrigued by this aspect I checked
the angle-dependent scattering cross-sections (Figs. 4.8b) and found that s11 modes have
maximum coupling efficiency for k normal to the surface (horizontal dipoles) while for s02

modes coupling is maximized for k incident at 60◦ to the film (vertical dipoles). It thus
turns out that symmetry breaking from the nanoparticle-on-mirror geometry (compared
to a nanoparticle dimer) allows a horizontal input field to partially couple to a vertical
quadrupole with strong Ez [158, 159].

4.5 Variation of gap size

To track the formation and evolution of these hybrid j± modes, the spacer thickness (d)
is tuned by using different aliphatic self-assembled monolayers. Molecular monolayers of
1-octadecanethiol, 1-dodecanethiol and 1-nonanethiol have decreasing chain lengths (18,
12, and 9 carbon atoms respectively) resulting in gaps of 3.5, 2.8 and 2.2 nm (as previously
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of nanocavity modes with gap size. (a) Experimental resonance
positions (coloured points) of s11 and j± modes for different molecular spacers in addition to
PVP coating (see text, dotted lines are guides to eye). Background colour map shows calculated
spectra with gap size. (b-d) Scattering spectra obtained for different molecular spacers of d (b)
3.5 nm, (c) 2.8 nm, and (d) 2.2 nm thickness. Peak positions are marked by colour-coded dots
as in (a). (e) Evolution of scattering cross sections from projections of Γ1 and Γ5 vs gap size.
(f,g) Evolution of charge confinement vs gap size (d as marked) for (f) Γ1 and (g) Γ5.

determined [160]) including the layer of PVP around the nanocubes. Both experimentally
and numerically, the s11 scattered mode is seen to rapidly shift from 800 nm to 900 nm for
a small reduction in gap from 3.5 nm to 2.2 nm (Fig. 4.9a-d). In these experiments, BPT
molecular spacers have a larger refractive index than aliphatic monolayers so the s11 mode
is shifted further into the infrared and cannot be observed in the optical dark-field setup.

This s11 mode scattering strength weakens as the gap decreases (Fig. 4.9a), which
makes it hard to couple into this mode at smaller gaps, while limiting the field confinement
essential for extreme nano-optics. On the other hand, the j± resonances become prominent
at smaller gaps, which correlates with their increasing proximity to the l1 mode. The
coupling of the j± modes intensifies and exhibits a systematic red-shift as the gap size
decreases, which is in good agreement with the observed trend in scattering cross sections
shown in Fig. 4.9a-d. The surface charge distribution also varies with the gap size (Fig.
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Figure 4.10: Evolution from nanocube to nanosphere with 3 nm gap. (a) Schematic of
smoothly transforming a nanocube of edge length 75 nm into a nanosphere of 75 nm diameter
by tuning the edge rounding parameter. (b) Simulated 3D FDTD scattering spectra obtained
for nanostructures defined in (a). Resonance wavelengths of modes vary due to the change in
volume (l1, green line) and edge length (sij , white lines) of nanostructure. Calculated resonance
position of j+ and j− due to the mixing between l1 and s02 modes shown as red/blue dashed
lines. (c,d) Near-field intensities vs λ, (c) at edge, and (d) at centre of lower gap facet, resonant
modes colour coded as (b).

4.9f). As the gap size reduces, the bottom surface charges concentrate more to the centre,
attributed to the increased attraction exerted by the image charges in the underlying mirror.

4.6 Tuning the shape of the nanocavity

Clear identification of the s, l and j modes is obtained from simulations in which NCoMs
are gradually transformed into NPoMs by progressively rounding the edges of the nanocube
(Fig. 4.10a). Increasing the nanocube edge roundness linearly blue-shifts the s11 NCoM
mode as the facet diameter decreases (Fig. 4.10b), becoming no longer the ground state
for the NPoM after 60% rounding. Discrimination of the modes by symmetry is achieved by
monitoring the near-field spectra at the edge (s11) and centre (s02,l1) of the nanostructure
(Fig. 4.10c,d). The l1 mode of an equivalent sphere NPoM which is given the same total
volume as this progressively rounded cube (Fig. 4.10d, dashed green) almost exactly tracks
the resonance observed in the near-field at the facet centre. The predicted position of j±
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Figure 4.11: Comparing molecular-coupling figure of merit for cube NCoM and sphere
NPoM of same volumes. (a) Line profile of |E| field in the middle of the gap. (b) Field
confinement length (w) in the lateral (x) direction. (c) Resonance frequency of NCoM modes
(square dots) and NPoM mode (circular dots) with gap size. (d) Figure of merit for modes
(colour-coded as in a), dotted grey lines indicate Purcell factors PF .

modes (red/blue dotted lines, Fig. 4.10b) is calculated from the frequencies of l1 and s02

from near-field (Fig. 4.10d) with a coupling strength of 250 meV obtained for this scenario.

4.7 Figure of merit

The molecular-coupling efficiencies of NPoM and NCoM systems can now be compared,
being careful to use the same particle volume for each (Fig. 4.11). I first note that for
small gaps, the s11 mode in cubes is always at much longer wavelengths than the s02

modes making it awkward to utilize in coupling with electronic resonances in the visible
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and near-IR (high-oscillator-strength electronic transitions of molecules or semiconductors
are hard to tune into the IR as they come from larger less-localized electronic states). The
s02 modes support near-field enhancements that exceed the s11 mode for gaps d<2.2 nm,
and slightly exceed those found for spherical NPoMs. Although for larger gaps (d>2.2 nm)
the cube NCoM produces higher field enhancements from the s11 mode, this is always
at longer wavelengths (beyond 720 nm) and for the same spectral resonance position, the
s02 is always preferred. Of most importance, however is the mode volume as well as the
field enhancement. The effective mode volume for s11 and s02 from the cube NCoM is
considerably larger than the l1 mode of sphere NPoMs (Fig. 4.11a,b). I define a suitable
figure of merit comparing these modes that is proportional to the Rabi coupling strength,
ΩR ∝ f , and thus involves both near-field enhancement and mode volume as,

f = (E2/E2
0)/(Aeff/Aλ) (4.4)

where the effective lateral mode area Aeff for the l1 mode is Aeff = πRd and for the s11,
s02 modes is ∼ L2/4 where R is the radius of nanosphere and L is the edge length of
the nanocube. The normalization is to Aλ= (λ/n)2 where λ/n is the wavelength of the
resonance in the gap medium. For gaps d>4 nm, s11 has larger f values than the other two
modes with Purcell factor (∝ Q/V ) up to 7×103, however as the gap becomes smaller,
the coupling f saturates for cube modes s11 and s02 (Fig. 4.11d). In contrast, the l1
mode dominates for gaps <2.2 nm with large f values and Purcell factors exceeding 106.
For this reason, the desirable extreme nano-optics regime of coupling to single emitters will
always favour the sphere NPoM with vertical dipole orientation, rather than the s11 mode
in cubes. I note that some degree of faceting is always inevitable, hence in practice mixed
s02-l1 modes will be obtained. However, these conclusions hold in practical experiments
where neither extreme geometry is feasible, since nanospheres are faceted and nanocubes
have rounded edges.

4.8 Conclusion

I have experimentally and theoretically compared the effect of nanoparticle shape for the
prototypical coupling between plasmonic components. For gaps of a few nanometres, I find
that optical coupling to emitters is favoured for modes with plasmonic fields perpendicular
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4.8 Conclusion

to the gap, although input coupling is easier for the geometry where the plasmonic fields
are parallel to the gap. This analysis is further used to design optimal experiments and
explore the extreme nano-optics.
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5 Single-molecule Surface Enhanced
Raman Scattering

Enhancing weak Raman signals from molecules in metal nanogaps is undoubtedly one
of the biggest achievements of plasmonics. In this chapter, I discuss how this local
enhancement can be used for detecting single-molecule Raman signatures. I consider two
different approaches to pin down an unambiguous proof for single-molecule sensitivity in
the nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) geometry. The first is a chemical g(2)

ch technique, where
two different molecules with well-distinguished Raman spectra are mixed in the nanogap
and it is shown that for mixtures at low concentrations, signals arise from one or the other,
but not from both the molecules. Further I discuss multi-principal component analysis
for robust statistical analysis for > 1000 NPoM and extract single-molecule events. The
second approach is time-resolved surface enhanced Raman, where spectral diffusion of
Raman signals arises from the bending and flexing of single-molecules.
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5.1 Detecting single-molecules

Detection of single-molecules has been a central question of research across all molecular
science disciplines [161, 162]. Typical photon absorption at room temperature from ground
state to first singlet-excited state (the largest optical cross-section) [163] is 5×10−2nm2

where a high-numerical-aperture microscope objective focuses light to an area of 105

nm2. As a result, absorption of at best one in 106 incident photons by the molecule
of interest will occur and weak differential signal with high background noise makes the
detection extremely difficult. Hence, traditional absorption schemes are limited to cryogenic
temperatures, along with the right guest-host system where absorption cross-sections are
boosted by 106. Consequently, fluorescence detection (photons emitted from the singlet-
excited state) gained importance due to its zero-background noise and easy experimental
detection schemes.

Nevertheless, reasons for not using fluorescence methods for probing single-molecules
are plenty. (i) Many molecules are inherently not fluorescent or have very low quantum
yield (10−3), (ii) fluorescent labelling might not work for probing small molecules, and (iii)
labelling might change the properties of the probe system altogether. Most importantly,
both absorption and fluorescence methods provide information only about the electronic
states of the molecules, which might not be of great use in various studies including the
detailed structural and dynamic information of the molecule such as enzymatic studies
dealing with vibrational bond-breaking and forming.

To this end, Raman scattering is a useful method to probe ground state vibrations of
the molecule, and its detection schemes are not much different from the fluorescence meth-
ods. However, cross-section for Raman is 10−15 times weaker than the absorption cross-
section [164, 165] making detection difficult. Here, I discuss how Raman scattering can be
boosted in plasmonic cavities and introduce statistical tools to probe single-molecules.

5.2 Rayleigh and Raman scattering

Curiosity to explain the colour of the sky led to the formulation of classical theory of light
scattering by Lord Rayleigh in 1871. In Rayleigh scattering, incident light is scattered by
molecules (or particles much smaller than the wavelength of incident light) with the same
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photon energy. But C. V. Raman was not satisfied with Rayleigh’s explanation on the
colour of sea, especially after observing the intense blue of Mediterranean Sea.

Figure 5.1: Raman scattering by molecule. (a) Diagrammatic representation of light scattering
from a vibrating molecule, modelled as masses connected by a spring. (b) A harmonic potential
(solid black line) approximates the energy landscape of the ground electronic level (grey line).
(c) Schematic of nonresonant Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering between two vibrational states
of the molecule mediated by a virtual state.

This led to the study of scattering of light by liquids, which resulted in the experi-
mental discovery of scattering that changes the frequency of incident light. This new type
of secondary radiation observed in 1928 (by C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan) termed
Raman scattering opened the door for new realms of research [166, 167].
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The origin of scattered radiation is the oscillating electric dipole induced in a
molecule by the electromagnetic fields of the incident light waves1. The relation between
induced electric dipole moment ~P and ~E is given by,2

~P = α̃ · ~E (5.1)

Here, α̃ is the polarizability of the molecule and is a second order tensor. In general ~P
has frequency components associated to Rayleigh scattering (PRay) with frequency ωi and
Raman scattering (Pωi±ωv) at ωi±ωv (ωv is the molecular vibration frequency) (P =
PRay +Pωi+ωv +Pωi−ωv). The time averaged intensity of Raman or Rayleigh scattering
is given as

I = k′ω4
sP

2 sin2 θ; k′ = 1/(32π2ε0c
3
0) (5.2)

With appropriate polarizability values at scattering frequency ωs, along the direction making
an angle θ with the dipole axis, the scattered radiation is proportional to the irradiance
of the incident radiation. Here α̃ will in general, be a function of the nuclear coordinates
and hence of the molecular vibrational frequencies ωv. The variation of α̃ with vibrations
of the molecule can be expressed by expanding each component α̃xy of the polarizability
tensor in a Taylor series with respect to the normal coordinates of vibration, as follows.

α̃xy = (α̃xy)0 +
∑
k

(
∂α̃xy
∂Qk

)
0
Qk + 1

2
∑
k,l

(
∂2α̃xy
∂Qk ∂Ql

)
0
QkQl . . . (5.3)

where Qk, Ql . . . are the normal vibration coordinates at molecular vibration frequencies
ωk, ωl and the sum is over all the normal coordinates. The subscript ‘0’ indicates that
these values are considered at an equilibrium configuration. In an electrical harmonic
approximation3 generalized for all tensor components, we write,

1Note that the contribution from magnetic dipole and higher-order electric oscillations are typically
several orders of magnitude smaller compared to oscillating electric dipole oscillations. But these weak
interactions are enhanced in plasmonic nanocavities in which incident wavelength is compressed to the
dimensions of the molecule.

2Note that I have deliberately ignored higher-order induced dipole moments which are non-linear. i.e. ~P =
~P (1) + ~P (2) + ~P (3) + . . .= α̃• ~E+

(1
2
)
β̃ : ~E ~E+

(1
6
)
γ̃
... ~E ~E ~E+ . . . where β and γ are hyperpolarizability

and second order hyperpolarizability with third and fourth-rank tensor.
3In a harmonic oscillator approximation, the restoring force is proportional to the first power of the
displacement. Similarly, variation in the polarizability due to vibration is proportional to the first power
of Qk.
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α̃k = α̃0 + α̃′kQk; α̃′k =
(
∂α

∂Qk

)
0

(5.4)

In time dependent simple harmonic motion of Qk =Qk0 cos(ωkt+ δk) with normal coordin-
ate amplitude Qk0 and phase factor δk, the time dependent polarizability tensor resulting
from kth molecular vibration is α̃k = α̃0 + α̃′kQk cos(ωkt+δk). Along with E =E0Cos ω0t,
the induced dipole moment is,

P = α̃0E0 cosω0t+ α̃′kE0Qk0 cos(ωkt+ δ)cosω0t (5.5)

Reformulating with simple trigonometric identity,

P = α̃0E0 cosω0t+
1
2 α̃
′
kQk0E0cos(ω0±ωkt± δk)t (5.6)

Here, the first term is associated to Rayleigh scattering and latter term to Raman scattering
with Raman polarizability αk = 1

2α
′
kQk. Note that all the molecules exhibit Rayleigh

scattering as all of them are polarizable (α̃0 is never zero). However, for the vibrational
modes to be Raman active the change in molecular polarizability α′k 6= 0. Thus, the
condition for Raman activity is that, for at least one component of the polarizability tensor,
a plot of that component against the normal coordinate must have a non-zero gradient
at the equilibrium position. Interestingly, homo-nuclear diatomic molecules which are
not observable in infrared-vibrational spectroscopy will be accessible in Raman scattering.
The selection rules remain unaffected even if the mechanical anharmonicity (Morse curve
from Fig. 5.1) is considered, but anharmonicity can lead to the observation of overtones.
Despite having such a specific fingerprint information about the molecular structure, Raman
spectroscopy was limited with low scattering cross-sections (∼10−29cm2). Enhancement
by a factor <103 in Raman signal can be obtained by choosing the excitation frequency
overlapping with an electronic resonance (resonance Raman (RR)). Unfortunately, this
resonant excitation can lead to undesirable photochemical effects. An imperative need
to enhance Raman intensities inspired the development of plasmonic architectures which
avoid the issue of weak signals via surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).
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5.3 Surface enhanced Raman scattering

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) amplifies Raman scattering of the molecules by
several orders of magnitude [165]. This phenomenon was first observed by Fleischmann et
al. in 1974 for pyridine molecules adsorbed on electrochemically roughened silver electrode
[168, 169]. It is almost universally accepted that the enhancement is largely due to
the amplification of the local electric fields owing to the excitation of surface-plasmon
resonances, to which molecules interact in close proximity to a nanometallic surface. This
enhancement is quantified by the enhancement of the local electric field E and the overall
intensity of Raman scattered light as,

ISERS ∝ α2
R |g (ω0)|2 |g (ω0 +ωv)|2 I0 (5.7)

Here, αR is the Raman polarizability for the bond vibrating with frequency v. The near-
field enhancement at excitation frequency (ω0) and the scattered light frequency (ω0 +
ωv) are g (ω) = E2/E2

0 estimated at those wavelengths4. Here E2
0 is the intensity of

the input electric field. This simple model of SERS as a two-step process is not strictly
accurate. Instead, this needs to be solved as a coupled electromagnetic problem of radiating
dipoles for the case of a plasmonic nanostructure coupled with incident electric fields. For
plasmonic systems with plasmon resonance line-width larger than the energy shift of the
Raman scattering, g (ω0)≈ g (ω0 +ωv), thus scaling SERS intensity to the fourth power of
electromagnetic enhancement, SERS∝E4. This approximation is indeed true for plasmonic
cavities with Q< 5 but does not hold for plasmonic dimers or NPoM cavities where Q> 10
and when multiple cavity modes participate in Raman scattering.

5.3.1 SERS:Electromagnetic and chemical enhancements

For a nanoparticle with 2R=100 nm with 40 nm facet placed above the metal film with a gap
spacing of 1 nm, the field enhancement at 785 nm is E/E0>300 (Fig. 5.2a). The confined
optical fields are strongly wavelength-dependent (Fig. 5.2b) and the pump wavelength (λ0)
and Raman scattered light are enhanced at different rates. An appropriate choice of pump
laser can change the SERS intensity by 10-100 times (Fig. 5.2c). For a 100 nm nanoparticle

4The estimation of enhancement in local electric fields needs to be via far-field excitation. As plasmonic
cavities support both dark and bright modes, the enhancement in near-field due to dark-modes might
not enhance Raman scattering directly. But bright and dark modes intermix in appropriate symmetry
conditions (as discussed in Ch. 4) resulting in an enhancement of Raman scattering.
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5.3 Surface enhanced Raman scattering

in NPoM geometry, excitation with 785 nm provides the maximum enhancement, whereas
for 40−60 nm nanoparticles, 633 nm pump wavelengths yield better results.

As we saw, the position of a molecule in the gap is crucial in determining the
enhancement of its vibration. Under these optimum conditions the SERS enhancement
can be as large as 1010. This strong optical field confinement in the gap is generally
referred to as a SERS ‘hotspot’. However, enhancement (E/E0) is not non-uniformly
distributed and confined in spatially narrow regions <100 nm2. For uniformly deposited
molecules on the metal film, only a small set of molecules in this ‘hotspot’ are enhanced
and observed in SERS spectra and typically the number of molecules observed in the gap for
this NPoM geometry is 100-200. If the molecules are uniformly coated on the nanoparticle,
more than 80% of the SERS signal will be contributed by < 1% of the molecules. Such
skewed intensity variation is equivalent to a Pareto distribution [170, 171], which makes
single-molecule SERS studies and analysis nontrivial.

There are also other effects that alter the wavelength-dependent SERS enhance-
ment. Those are broadly classified as chemical effects that can boost or suppress the
SERS signal by factors <1000. Chemical enhancements which are systematically studied
are (i) electronic resonance Raman, (ii) charge transfer from metal to electronic state of
the molecule, (iii) presence of static charge around the molecule, (iv) change in energy
levels of molecules due to chemical bonding with the metal, and (v) hot-electron transfer
from metal to molecule changing the redox state of the molecule. All these effects have
profound effects on SERS intensity fluctuations in time, spectral shifts or the formation
of new Raman modes. Among these, a boost in SERS by ×1000 is evident in electronic
resonance Raman, in which λ0 drives the electronic eigen-state of the molecule (termed
SERRS). An MB encapsulated in the CB[7] and assembled in NPoM geometry shows
this effect of electronic resonance. SERS obtained from pumping with 633 nm resulted
in signals >50 times stronger than non-resonant pumping at 785 nm. Moreover, relative
intensities of SERS peaks are different compared to off-resonant SERS. Given these different
enhancements in Raman signals, can this technique be used to probe single-molecules? If
so, how is it possible to quantify the number of molecules contributing to SERS?
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Figure 5.2: SERS in nanoparticle-on-mirror cavity. (a) Enhancement of optical field intensity in
NPoM for 2R=100 nm nanoparticle with 40 nm facet and 1 nm spacer at 785 nm. (b) Wavelength
dependent optical field intensity along the middle of gap in x direction. SERS enhancement for
excitation wavelength of (c) 785 nm and 633 nm along the gap and (d) for different Raman
modes characterized by Raman shift. (e) SERS signal obtained from CB[7]-MB complex in
NPoM geometry with excitation overlapping with electronic resonance (633 nm) and off resonance
excitation (785 nm). (f) SERS spectra are replotted by removing the background from (e).
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5.4 Single-molecule SERS

‘How to ensure that the observed SERS spectrum is from just one-molecule?’ has been a
challenge for decades even after the early claims of single-molecule SERS detection. This
uncertainty is because of the experimental strategies used to probe the molecules. The
basic assumption of this approach is to work at a low analyte-concentration (pico/femto
molar) such that there cannot be more than one molecule per nanoparticle or a cluster of
nanoparticles. Another assumption is that the fluctuation in the intensity from nanoparticle
to nanoparticle or in time, comes from the variation in the number of molecules or
the spatial position of a molecule in the gap. This is problematic mainly due to two
reasons: (i) There is no way to ensure that molecules are not bunched and attached
to nanoparticles as a cluster. (ii) Experiments with different concentration of molecules
per nanoparticle have shown that the intensity distribution is dominated by the variation
in position/orientation of a molecule in the ‘hotspot’ and thus smears the variation in
n. Hence, Poisson statistics (P (n) = e−λλn/n!) is not an appropriate approach towards
intensity fluctuations to quantify n.

To overcome this ambiguity, Etchegoin et al. proposed bi-analyte SERS and prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) to quantify single-molecule events [170, 172, 173]. The
bi-analyte method is the concept of using two different molecules with well-distinguished
Raman spectra, to show that mixtures at low concentration result in signals arising from
one or the other, but not from both the molecules. The tool to analyze this data is
via PCA. Unlike a Poisson statistical approach, this tool does not completely rely on the
signal intensity, rather, it deals with the occurrence of SERS signatures in four different
probabilistic events.

5.4.1 Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis is a statistical technique that reduces the dimension of the
data set, without compromising on the information. Once the linear transformation is
performed on the data, it transforms the data into a new co-ordinate system, where the
new set of variables (principal components) are linear functions of the original variables.
For the bi-analyte case, new variables will be the principal components corresponding to
SERS signals from the two molecules. One should be careful choosing molecules to have
minimal Raman spectral overlap, while both the molecules of interest will have an equal
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probability of being present in the gap. The steps associated with PCA analysis are the
following.

Step 1: The first step is to convert the spectral data into the form of a rectangular
matrix. I consider a simple scenario here for ease of calculations, where only two Raman
bands (one for each analyte) are associated with a single data set. The matrix M is
represented as, M = (y×x), where y is the spectrum number from different NPoMs and x
is the wavenumber in the Raman spectrum; each matrix component represents the intensity
at that wavenumber.

M =


Iν1
N1 Iν2

N1 . . . IN1
Iν1
N2 Iν2

N2 . . . IN2
... ... ... ...

Iν1
Ny . . . . . . INy


Step 2: The second step involves mean subtraction for the centering of the matrix. To
find the basis which reduces the mean square error while approximating the data, it is
crucial to have a mean of zero. So, I first calculate the mean of each row and subtract it
from each row element, after which the new matrix looks like,

M̂ = (Îvj

Ni
) (5.8)

where,

Î
vj

Ni
= I

vj

Ni
− ¯INi; ¯INi = 1

N

N∑
j

IvjNi (5.9)

Step 3: This step calculates the covariance matrix V , for N number of column vectors
for the new matrix as,

V =
(
cov

(
Îvk
Ni
, Î

vj

Ni

))
(5.10)

(
cov

(
Îvk
Ni
, Î

vj

Ni

))
is the covariance of the intensity columns at vj and vk. This is calculated

from the unbiased estimator for the covariance. The covariance matrix is a square matrix
of size N×N and for better statistical accuracy, one should have a large number of spectra
(T ).

Step 4: From the variance matrix, I now calculate the principal components of the data.
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5.4 Single-molecule SERS

The first task is to obtain N number of eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors from
V . Due to the real and symmetric nature of covariance matrix, all the eigenvalues will
be positive and real. The most important components are the eigenvectors corresponding
to the largest variances (largest eigenvalues), termed ‘principal components’ of the entire
data matrix. In this bi-analyte scenario with just two analytes, there will be two principal
components fvj

1 , f
vj
2 (j = 1..N) corresponding to the two peaks and each spectrum can

be expressed as a linear combination of fvj
1 and fvj

2 .

Step 5: The next task is to obtain the two coefficients which depict the linear combination
of the principal eigenvectors, to represent a particular spectrum. The table of coefficients
can be calculated as,

C =


α1 β1

α2 β2
... ...
αN βN

 = M̂


fv1

1 fv1
2

fv2
1 fv2

2
... ...

fvN1 fvN2


All the parameters required to reconstruct the spectrum are now obtained and the spectral
data can now be written as,

IvjNi = αif
vj
1 +βif

vj
2 + INi (5.11)

Step 6: To correlate this analysis to the real bi-analyte single-molecule SERS, the C matrix
in the coefficient space needs to be plotted. This gives the distribution of SERS signals
from the two molecules of interest. In the plot for a bi-analyte molecular pair, events along
the axes in coefficient space are the pure analyte signals and the events between the two
axes are the mixed signals. For spectroscopic interpretation, we need two eigenvectors
representing the actual SERS spectra and the relative intensities of the two eigenvectors.
Moreover, the coefficient matrix C should have only positive coefficients. To achieve these
conditions, multiple linear transformations are performed subsequently, yielding a new set
of coefficients and transformed eigenvectors gvj

1 and gvj
2 . At this stage, (1) two principal

components are directly related to the Raman signatures from two analytes and (2) the
transformed coefficients directly provide the average number of each analyte producing the
SERS signal.
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5 Single-molecule Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering

Figure 5.3: Single-molecule SERS in NPoM. (a) Chemical structure of methylene blue (MB)
and proflavine (PF) used in bi-analyte SERS. (b) SERS spectra from MB and PF molecules
collected in NPoM geometry with an integration time of 2s and with an excitation at 785 nm.
(c) Selected wavenumbers in which MB and PF show distinct Raman peaks corresponding to
central ring breathing mode, shown in inset. (d) Four possible bi-analyte SERS events. (e)
SERS for more than 500 nanoparticles from NPoM geometry at the concentration of 1:100
(dye:CB) ratio, which gives n̄ = 0.2 dye molecules per nanoparticle. This data was processed
with rigorous modified principal component analysis (MPCA), to obtain covariance matrix and
extract eigenvalues shown. (f) The coefficient matrix denotes the distribution of the dye signals
which are distinguished from each other along the two orthogonal axis indicated through orange
and green arrows. (g) Single-molecule probability histogram derived from MPCA analysis. Inset
shows the signature of two different probabilities
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5.4 Single-molecule SERS

Step 7: The final step is to get the probability distribution of events from the two analytes
as a histogram, after getting rid of the noisy events for which an intensity threshold value
is set. A variety of schemes can be used to determine this value, but here a standard
thresholding is used. To calculate the probability histogram, consider I1 and I2 to be the
intensities of SERS signals. The total intensity within a coefficient space with x and y
co-ordinates is Itot = (xI1 + yI2) and the fraction of analyte for a certain event in terms
of intensity is xI1/|Itot|. Considering the experimental factors such as cross section and
concentration, the probability of one analyte is calculated as, P1 = |x|

|x+y| = 1
1+|( y

x)| .

5.4.2 Bianalyte SERS

I use methylene blue (MB) and proflavine (PF) as the molecular pair for bi-analyte ex-
periments to quantify the number of molecules in the gap. These two molecules are
very similar chemically and structurally (Fig. 5.3a), and bind inside CB[7] in the same
way, at a concentration of n̄ = 0.2 dye per 100 nm size nanoparticle. It is important
to note that encapsulating MB, PF in CB[7] only one in each also avoids the problem
of molecules bunching and giving misleading single-molecule events. MB and PF can
be easily distinguished in the 400-460 cm−1 region (Fig. 5.3b,c). The SERS signals of
low concentration 50:50 MB:PF mixtures are measured for >500 NPoMs, and the data
are analyzed using principal component analysis to find the most distinguishable spectral
components (Fig. 5.3d). At this concentration where n̄= 0.2, the lowest two eigenmodes
dominate, corresponding to each molecule alone (Fig. 5.3e,f). This allows us to construct
a histogram (Fig. 5.3g) which gives the probability of the two molecular spectra being
detected simultaneously in different fractions (right end corresponds to 100% MB, left to
100% PF). As evident, at these low concentrations I find that two molecules are almost
never found at the same time, and we are truly in the single molecule regime. This data
can be used to construct a ‘chemical’ g(2)

ch , defined as the probability of detecting two
different molecules at the same time, normalized by the probability of finding them both
at 100% filling of the CBs (with all the CBs in the NPoM junction filled with either of
the molecule). I find g(2)

ch ∼ 0.3, much less than 1, which provides a strong evidence for
strong coupling with single-molecules. Similar histograms at higher concentrations show
the gradual vanishing of single-molecule signatures (Fig. 5.4).

Experiments presented in Chapter 7 are done at n̄ = 0.2 to n̄ = 10. Bi-analyte
experiments at these concentrations reveal the probabilities of single- and few- molecule
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5 Single-molecule Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering

Figure 5.4: Bi-analyte SERS at different concentrations. Probability histograms derived from
MPCA analysis for (a) n̄ = 2.5 and (b) n̄ = 2.5 dyes per nanoparticle. (c) Statistics of null
events (n=0), single-molecule events (n=1), and few molecule events (n>1) are compared from
bi-analyte SERS experiments done at different concentrations. The solid lines connecting the
bars are the estimated values from Poissonian statistics.

events (Fig. 5.4a,b). The statistics of null events (n=0), single-molecule events (n=1), and
few molecule events (n>1), as well as the levels that would be expected from Poissonian
statistics are compared (Fig. 5.4c). For n̄ = 10, most of the nanoparticles seem to give
more than one dye molecule as expected, although 20% of nanoparticles still do not show
a discernible SERS signal (likely caused by incorrect nano-geometry or tuning, which are
removed from the analysis). For n̄= 2.5, I see the same trend of n̄= 0 nanoparticles both
in SERS and dark-field, and the fraction which show single-molecule events is within a
factor of 2 from the prediction by theory.

To summarize, for single-molecule SERS it is important to find the right SERS pair
of molecules and robust sampling technique, so that the statistics is not biased. To this
end, the bianalyte technique in combination with PCA analysis has evolved as the most
adopted strategy for rigorously analyzing single-molecule SERS events with comprehensive
statistics to confirm single-molecule SERS signatures with high precision. However, it is
still hard to tell at the single-nanoparticle level, whether the junction has a single-molecule
or not. At room-temperature, molecules undergo a certain degree of dynamics of bending
and flexing in the gaps. Time-resolved SERS should ideally reveal this dynamics from
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5.4 Single-molecule SERS

Figure 5.5: Spectral diffusion of single-molecule SERRS. (a) Time dependent evolution of
SERRS signal from a CB[7]+MB NPoM which exhibited the signature of single-molecule. Each
SERRS spectrum is collected for 2 s. (b) Spectral diffusion of vibrational lines of MB is clearly
evident, with correlations in the different lines implying their single-molecule origin. (c) SERS
line-width of C=C bond strength for single-molecule events is much smaller compared to SERS
line-width obtained from n̄= 10.

fluctuating SERS intensities and peak position, which can only be resolved at the few
molecule regime.

5.4.3 Time-resolved SERS

Time-series SERRS spectra are recorded from NPoMs exhibiting single-molecule signatures
at the n̄ = 2.5 regime with a Raman pump laser at 633 nm. From the time-series scans
(Fig. 5.5a,b) clear spectral diffusion of the vibrational peaks of single MB molecules is
observed. Such spectral diffusion is well-studied and is a well-proven evidence of single-
molecule events both in the fluorescence and SERS communities. The vibrational shifts for
different bonds are seen to be correlated but they can be in opposite directions which can
be accounted for, only if they are from individual molecules. This confirms the presence
of single-molecules at room temperature. Note that this is completely different when
comparing with gaps that are filled with many MB molecules (Fig. 5.5c), which shows
no spectral wandering (averaging over many molecules), although some changes in the
intensity are seen as molecules sporadically reorient and match the optical field.
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5 Single-molecule Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering

Figure 5.6: Optomehanics of a single-molecule. (a) Change in polarizability of a molecule as
it vibrates in the plasmonic nanogaps which resembles (b) a vibrating spring in a conventional
optomechanical system. (c) Time-series scan of anti-Stokes and Stokes SERS. Two set of lines
are observed in Stokes scan. (i) Persistent lines that are ever-present in time and originate from
many molecules in the larger nanocavity. (ii) Blinking lines that occasionally occurs over time
and are the only modes observed in anti-Stokes scans. These blinking lines originate whenever
the Au atoms are plucked from the surface, resulting in further concentration of electric fields as
shown (d). (e) Intensity of anti-Stokes lines scales quadratically with the incident laser power,
revealing the features of optomechanical pumping of vibrational states.
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5.5 Conclusion

To further understand the origin of these fluctuation lines, we [174]5 cooled the
sample to 10 K with non-resonant benzene di-thiol (BPT) molecules self-assembled in the
gap. The recorded time resolved Stokes and anti-Stokes SERS spectra had two different
sets of lines. (i) persistent lines that are ever-present in time and originate from many
molecules in the larger nanocavity. (ii) Blinking lines that occasionally occur over time
and are the only modes observed in anti-Stokes scans (Fig. 5.6). With rigorous quantum-
mechanical theory and density function theory (DFT) simulations it was concluded that
the blinking lines originate from the fluctuation in the electromagnetic fields in the gap
due to the light-driven mobility of Au atoms. These atoms confine the optical fields to
atomic scale (‘picocavity’). At room temperature, atoms move spontaneously and hence
it is very hard to stop the SERS fluctuations. At 10 K fluctuating Raman lines can be
arrested by lowering the input laser-power (Fig. 5.6c). The strong gradient fields around
the atom (Fig. 5.6d) break the Raman selection rules and support non-linear pumping of
anti-Stokes line (Fig. 5.6e). The intensity scaling of anti-Stokes lines and confined optical
fields around an atom supports the theory of quantum optomechanics in which the change
in polarizability of a bond as it vibrates act as the optomechanical back-action on cavity
modes.

5.5 Conclusion

I have provided experimental proof for sensing vibrational fingerprints of single-molecules
in plasmonic gaps. NPoMs with self-assembled molecules in the gap provide strong
electromagnetic enhancement for SERS on the order of 1010, boosting Raman signatures
of single-molecules. Combining guest-host assembly with statistical tools, I could show
statistics of single-molecule events at different concentrations. Further, using time-resolved
SERS, I could demonstrate signatures of single-molecules in the bending and flexing
diffusion of SERS signals.

5Done in collaboration with Felix Benz, a former PhD student at NanoPhotonics Centre, University of
Cambridge, UK
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6 Mapping Nanoscale
Hotspots using DNA-Origami

Fabricating nanocavities in which optically-active single quantum emitters are precisely
positioned is crucial for building nanophotonic devices. In this chapter, I discuss self-
assembly based on robust DNA-origami constructs that can precisely position single mo-
lecules laterally within sub-5 nm gaps between plasmonic substrates that support intense
optical confinement. By placing single-molecules at the centre of a nanocavity, I show
modification of the plasmon cavity resonance before and after bleaching the chromophore,
further quantifying the fluorescence emission enhancements of≥ 4×103 with high quantum
yield (≥ 50%). By varying the lateral position of the molecule in the gap, the spatial profile
of the local density of optical states is mapped with a resolution of ±1.5 nm.
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6 Mapping Nanoscale Hotspots using DNA-Origami

6.1 Single-emitter in optical cavities

Coherent coupling of light and single-molecules at room temperature is one of the funda-
mental goals of nano-optics that would enable widespread adoption as a building block of
nanophotonic devices. To achieve the desired coherent interaction, integrating optically-
active materials (such as molecules, quantum dots, monolayer semiconductors, or diamond
vacancy centres) into these cavities is of great importance [63, 175, 176]. Typically this
is achieved either by fabricating the cavity around randomly located emitters such as
quantum dots or nitrogen-vacancy centres, or randomly placing emitters inside the cavity.
In realizing the promising hopes for molecules in plasmonic cavities, the major hurdles
are, (i) robust assembly of plasmonic nanocavities with reliable nanogaps (d<5 nm) and
(ii) precise integration of single-molecules into such cavities with a high degree of spatial
control.

Here I construct a NPoM cavity with <5 nm gap between faceted gold nanoparticle
and gold film, and show the freedom to place a single emitter at controlled positions inside
it (Fig. 6.1a). The plasmonic coupling between the nanoparticle and the image charge in
film enhances the electromagnetic field in the gap by nearly two orders of magnitude and
tightly confines the fields to spatial volumes Vm<(6 nm)3 [74, 177], resulting in a high local
density of optical states (LDOS) in the gap (Fig. 6.1b). In lateral directions (x,y), the
fields are strongly confined underneath the bottom facet of the nanoparticle of radius R
to lateral intensity full-width ∆c ∼

√
2Rd/n with gap refractive index n [160] (Fig. 6.1c).

These cavity fields have a strong radiative component delivering high coupling efficiency to
the far-field, η ≥ 0.5 [59, 75]. A two-level emitter positioned in the gap experiences high
LDOS and its emission is strongly enhanced (∝ 1/Vm). An emitter can thus be used to
map these confined fields. However, it is challenging to precisely position a single-emitter
within gaps of <5 nm with nm lateral resolution.

Among various techniques used to assemble molecules in the cavity (discussed
in Section 3.3), here I use a self-assembled DNA origami (DNAo) method. DNAo is
programmed to assemble on a metal surface and bind a Au NP at specific coordinates,
resulting in a NPoM cavity with DNAo spacer. Subsequently, a functionalizing DNAo
spacer single-dye (Cy5) molecule is precisely positioned at the centre of nanogap. In such
a system, I show that the coherent coupling of cavity and emitter results in the modulation
of the cavity scattering spectrum. In addition, I map the LDOS with <3 nm precision by
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6.2 Assembly of a single-molecule in NPoM gaps

Figure 6.1: Assembled plasmonic nanocavity with single-molecule DNA origami plates.
(a) NPoM with faceted nanoparticle and DNAo in the gap. (b) Nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM)
cavity with strong optical field confinement in the gap (yellow). (c) Electric field enhancement
in the gap along the x-direction, 80 nm diameter NP with 15 nm bottom facet. (d) Chemical
structure of a Cy5 molecule positioned in the NPoM gap. (e) Zoomed AFM image of a single
DNAo. (f) Line profile along the dotted white line shown in (e).

displacing the single-Cy5 molecule through the cavity in the lateral direction by varying the
DNA binding site.

6.2 Assembly of a single-molecule in NPoM gaps

The DNAo is designed as a 2-layer plate. The bottom layer has 4 thiol modifications on
specific staple strands which are used to bind the origami onto the flat Au mirror. The
top layer contains 6 poly-A (10 adenine bases on the 3’) overhangs that can bind to the
nanoparticle. ssDNA-coated-nanoparticles hybridize to locate the centre of the nanoparticle
bottom facet there. The AFM images of these DNAo on a Au surface confirm a uniform
size distribution and high yield assembly (Fig. 6.1e). The zoomed AFM images (Fig.
6.1e) of individual structures show the clear features of these overhangs at the centre and
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6 Mapping Nanoscale Hotspots using DNA-Origami

give the average thickness of the 2-layer plates as 4.5 nm±0.3 nm (Fig. 6.1f). The top
plate is designed to bind Cy5-modified staples (chemical structure shown in Fig. 6.1d)
which are 3’ modified to locate them at coordinates divisible by 5 nm in the y-direction
or internally modified stands to locate single Cy5 at ±2.5 and ±7.5 nm positions. The
resultant assembly yields nanoparticles on a flat metal surface with the ultra-narrow gap
(NPoM cavity) filled with DNA origami and a single-Cy5 molecule at the centre (Fig. 6.1d).
The optical emission of Cy5 from such a cavity is enormously enhanced due to the high
LDOS within the gap (Fig. 6.1b).

6.3 Optical characterization of nanocavities

The robustness of assembled NPoM cavities are characterized for >350 nanoparticles using
white-light dark-field nano-spectroscopy [51]. To first quantify the optical gap between the
nanoparticle and Au mirror (d) and the refractive index (n), empty NPoMs without the
Cy5 are constructed (Fig. 6.2a). Spectra of single NPoMs (Fig. 6.2b) show near identical
peak positions, intensities and peak widths, further verifying the consistency of our robust
nano-assembly.

A characteristic infrared resonance peak (ωc, empty cavity) is identified at 1766±
40 meV (702±18 nm) in the wavelength-dependent scattering spectra which corresponds to
the NPoM coupled plasmon resonance. Spectral variations in the small peak around 530 nm
indicate an average deviation in nanoparticle size of ±5 nm [54]. The AFM-measured thick-
ness is used in electromagnetic simulations allowing extraction of the effective refractive
index of the DNAo, which is modelled as an infinitely-wide sheet to simplify the geometry.
The simulated coupled mode resonance positions and linewidths for different refractive
indices in the gap (n=1.9, 2.1, 2.3 and 2.5) are plotted (green dots) along with the
experimental data for >350 individual NPoMs (Fig. 6.2c). The statistical variation in
ωc and resonance full width at half maximum (Γc) fits n=2.15, in good agreement with
previous studies of DNAo in closer proximity to Au [178]. However, estimating the accurate
value n is challenging as the thickness of DNAo in NPoM geometry can be different from
the measured values using AFM. Such a deviation might arise due to variations in the
vapour pressure of water in nanogaps, van der Waals forces between two Au surfaces or a
change in local salt concentrations. A decrease in the DNAo thickness in NPoM by ≤ 30%
can lead to an effective refractive index of DNAo in the range of 1.5−1.7. An increase
in nanoparticle size would shift ωc to lower energy and increase Γc. Occasional linewidths
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Figure 6.2: Characterization and coherent coupling with single-Cy5 in NPoM. (a,d) NPoM
without and with Cy5 molecule in DNAo. (b,e) Experimental dark-field scattering of five
individual NPoMs, with resonance peaks ωc and linewidths Γc marked. Absorption spectrum of
Cy5 is also shown (blue). (c,f) Cavity resonances vs linewidths for >200 NPoMs without (with)
single Cy5 molecules. Background colour map is kernel density matrix indicating the distribution
of NPoMs. Green dots are simulations for n=1.9 to 2.5. (g) Distribution of calculated Rabi
couplings extracted from (f). Fraction of uncoupled NPoMs with g = 0 highlighted in grey bar.
(h) Optical emission from NPoMs with and without Cy5 molecule in the DNAo, laser at 633 nm.
Curly bracket denotes the spectral window used to integrate signal counts for enhancement factor.

<80 meV likely arise from the precise nano-geometry; the contact angle at the nanoparticle
facet edge modulates the coupling strength between the cavity and radiating antenna
modes [159]. The lack of correlation between (ωc, Γc) suggests that the nanoparticle
size is uncorrelated to the facet morphology. The robustness of ωc and Γc for such large
samples of DNAo nanocavities verify that this DNAo method allows for great control in the
nanocavity formation, with uncertainties arising only from the fluctuations in nanoparticle
shape and geometry.
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6.4 Coherent coupling of NPoM with a single-Cy5
molecule

The NPoM cavity is designed with 2R=80 nm so that the absorption and emission from the
Cy5 molecule spectrally overlaps with the plasmon resonance ωc. The simulations predict
the field enhancements give large Purcell factors (FP ∝Q/Vm), up to 4000 for single-Cy5
molecules embedded in the gap region [59] (Fig. 6.1a). The largest enhancements occur
for Cy5 located at the centre of the nanoparticle when the transition dipole is oriented
vertically. Due to the unique plasmon mode hybridization in the NPoM nanocavity, this
large field excitation is not quenched into non-radiative channels, as typically occurs when
an emitter is placed close to a metal surface. Instead, in the NPoM nanocavity quenching
is suppressed, leading to enhanced emission for the molecule that can be measured in the
far-field.

By incorporating a single-Cy5 molecule into DNAo that assembles the NPoM (Fig.
6.2d), the optical scattering from the system is perturbed due to the presence of single-
Cy5 molecules. The resulting cavity resonance coupled with the single-Cy5 now shows two
peaks which can be clearly resolved (ω±), and for which I obtain their distributions from
>200 NPoMs (Fig. 6.2f). Coherent coupling of the single-Cy5 absorption and emission
(at ω0) with the detuned NPoM cavity does not quite reach the strong coupling regime of
clear peak splittings.

The emitter dephasing rate Γ0 at room temperature is estimated to be 25 meV
(∼ kBT ). The distribution of extracted coupling strengths for all NPoMs (Fig. 6.2g)
gives a mean Rabi splitting ΩR=80 meV, so that indeed ΩR ∼ (Γc + Γ0)/2 here (Fig.
6.3). This is at the transition between weak and strong coupling regimes. The system
approaches strong coupling, but the spontaneous emission rate still follows a Purcell-like
dependence proportional to g2 [179], valid for g/ω0 <0.1 (here g/ω0=0.03). Compared to
my other recent results presented in Chapter 7, the wider gap (4.5 nm vs 0.9 nm) but larger
dipole strength of Cy5 (µ=10.1 D) [9] and twofold increase in damping (from the larger
NP), gives a coupling rate g only slightly smaller than the coupling rate in narrow gaps.
Recent related efforts to position single-molecules between plasmonic dimers with large
gaps >10 nm suppressed the g to small values and only weakly enhanced emission rates
[135, 180, 181]. The range of extracted Rabi splittings seen in Fig. 6.2g can originate from
fluctuations in orientation and position of the Cy5, but can also arise from a sub-population
of bleached single Cy5 molecules, as discussed in the following section.
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Figure 6.3: Estimating coupling strength. (a-d) Calculated dispersion of polariton modes
(solid lines) as a function of coupling strength obtained from Eq. (2.18) for different detuning
parameters (δ = ωc−ωe). Points show experimentally obtained energies of polariton modes by
fitting double Gaussian to the scattering spectrum vs estimated. (a2-d2) (replotted for clarity)
Histograms of coupling strength obtained from different detuning parameters, fitted with Gaussian
(solid line, colour coded with (a-d top)) to estimate ḡ. (e) Dispersion of coupling strength vs
cavity damping rate (points) for δ=100 meV, the conditions for strong coupling obtained from
equations 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22 shown as dashed lines numbered 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Points
with values above the line 3 fall into strong coupling regime and below the line are weak coupling.
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6.5 Emission from a single-Cy5 in NPoMs

The presence of a single-Cy5 not only perturbs the cavity scattering but also enhances the
optical emission from the Cy5 molecule. To measure the emission from individual NPoMs,
each cavity is pumped at 633 nm and all Stokes-shifted photons are collected. In the absence
of Cy5 molecules in the nanogap, the emission spectrum of a single NPoM is dominated by
the surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) of DNAo and the inelastic light scattering
(ILS) of electrons in Au from the plasmon resonance [182, 183] (Fig. 6.2h, grey). The
combined intensity of both the phenomena vary across different NPoMs. At relatively
high pump powers >200 µW/µm2, strong SERS signatures are identified at 1500 cm−1

corresponding to cytosine, and at 1000 cm−1 and 730 cm−1 corresponding to adenine of
DNA-origami. When a single-Cy5 is present at the centre of the gap the emission from
the NPoM is strongly enhanced (Fig. 6.2h, orange). Different NPoM constructs show only
minor variations in peak emission wavelength and widths. The emission of Cy5 coupled
to the plasmon mode enhances the decay rates and modifies the energy levels giving
larger surface-enhanced fluorescence linewidths in comparison with the ensemble emission
of molecules in solution (Fig. 6.2h, yellow).

Time series scans of the emission from NPoMs containing a single Cy5 show
variations in peak position and intensity on timescales of seconds (Fig. 6.4a). The emission
suddenly bleaches after a certain time, leaving only weak ILS and SERS from the NPoM
(t>21 s in Fig. 6.4a) which is the same for the DNAo without Cy5 (Fig. 6.2h, grey). This
confirms the presence of only one Cy5 molecule in each NPoM, as previously demonstrated
for single emitters within DNAo inside plasmonic dimers [133, 135]. Scattering spectra
obtained from the NPoM before (Fig. 6.4b, bottom) and after (Fig. 6.4b, top) the
bleaching of the single-Cy5 show the expected collapse in the splitting. Intensity traces
from fluorescence microscopy images of NPoMs also show these step-like features, in
complete contrast to ensemble Cy5s on glass which show the gradual irreversible bleaching
of molecules. We note that chemically binding Cy5 to DNA stands has been shown to
increase the photo-stability of the molecules [73, 136, 184, 185]. The average bleaching
time of Cy5-DNAo on glass is τ̄b=8.5 s, whereas in these NPoMs we find τ̄b > 13 s, giving
an additional two-fold increase in photo-stability. With NPoMs providing local intensity
enhancements of Igap ∼ 2500 in the gap (Fig. 6.1c) and τb ∝ 1/Igap, the photobleaching
is actually suppressed by more than three orders of magnitude. The total number of
photons emitted from the single dye in each NPoM before it bleaches is estimated to
be 4×106, resulting in an enhancement of total photon counts by factors >1000 times
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Figure 6.4: Emission from NPoM with a single-Cy5. (a) Time-series emission spectra from
a NPoM with a single-Cy5 at the gap centre. Inset: extracted variation in peak λ and intensity
(dot size) as a function of time. (b) Scattering spectra from the NPoM before (t=0 s) and after
bleaching (t=30 s) the single-Cy5, with initial emission spectrum (orange). (c) Intensity over
time extracted from fluorescence microscopy images (shown in inset) for single-Cy5 in NPoM
(top) and ensemble Cy5 embedded in DNAo on glass (bottom). (d) Emission intensity as a
function of pump power in five individual NPoMs and on glass.
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compared to each Cy5 in DNAo on glass. This enhancement results from combined effects
of enhanced radiative emission rates, better light collection from the NPoM antenna, and
suppressed bleaching rates [136, 185]. These behaviors fully corroborate our evidence for
single molecule emission.

To estimate the emission enhancement of Cy5 molecules in NPoMs I performed
emission experiments for different pump powers. Emission from an ensemble of Cy5
molecules on glass exhibits saturation and bleaching at >100 µW/µm2 (Fig. 6.4d, black
curve). The emission here is integrated over a range of wavelengths (curly bracket Fig.
6.2h) and normalized to the counts from Cy5s in DNAo on glass considering the excitation
and collection efficiencies, to give the enhancement factor (EF). The radiative emission
rate (γe/γ0) is found to be enhanced by EF > 2×103. The coupling strength estimated
from this single-Cy5 enhancement [12] using g2=FPγ0Γc (1 + 2δ/Γc )/4 (with radiative
linewidth h̄/γ0=1 ns [186] gives values g ∼50 meV which agree with those from the cavity
linewidth in scattering (Fig. 6.2g). The emission intensity from a Cy5 coupled to a single
NPoM shows linear scaling with excitation power density in the range 4−400 µW/µm2

(Fig. 6.4d). The photon population in the NPoM is < 0.1, well below the critical cavity
photon population [57] for non-linear effects. Pumping at higher excitation power densities
instead gives irreversible photobleaching of the Cy5, before saturation of the excited state
population can be reached. All subsequent measurements are thus conducted at excitation
power densities of 50 µW/µm2.

6.6 Spatial mapping of local fields

The EF is measured for >100 individual NPoMs for different assembled origamis. In
successive designs, the spatial position x of the single-Cy5 is systematically scanned laterally
within the gap (Fig. 6.5). As the Cy5 is moved towards the centre of the gap (x=0) the
emission intensity increases monotonically, evidencing that the centre of the NP on the
DNAo is correctly defined within ±1 nm, and that the optical field in the gap has a spatial
fullwidth of ∆expt = 6.5±2 nm. This measured intensity profile is similar to that from
simulations ∆c ∼8 nm for facets w<10 nm (blue lines in Fig. 6.5) as well as the analytical
estimate

√
2Rd/n ∼9 nm. The statistical variation of EFs for each design (shown with

violin plots around each point) shows the deterministic assembly achieved here. To the
best of my knowledge, this is the first time the optical field of plasmonic nanogaps is mapped
deterministically with single-molecules. This measurement also confirms the accuracy of the
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6.6 Spatial mapping of local fields

Figure 6.5:Mapping the LDOS. Experimental variation in the enhancement of emission intensity
from NPoMs while laterally displacing the position of single dye molecules (orange dots),
normalized to the emission of a single Cy5 in DNAo on glass. Grey box indicates standard
error and statistical variations in emission intensity shown as violin plots. Solid red line is the
Gaussian fit to the experimental data. Theoretically calculated emission enhancements are shown
for vertical (90◦) dipole (solid blue) and slanted (45◦) dipole (dashed blue). Calculated quantum
efficiency for vertical dipole is shown as dashed grey line.

single-molecule Cy5 positioning within DNAo to <1.5 nm (as this would otherwise blur out
the spatial fullwidth further). Compared to near-field scanning microscopies with metal tips
that strongly perturb the confined optical mode, the present technique for measuring cavity
optical fields using deterministic placement through DNA origami is minimally invasive
[187, 188].

The experimental data matches full 3D electromagnetic simulations for the radiative
enhancement with two different dipole orientations (90◦ and 45◦ shown in solid and dashed
lines in Fig. 6.5). I find the best fit for dipole orientations of 65◦±15◦. Different DNA-
origami folding results in slightly different dipole orientations, and partial melting of the
double-stranded DNA together with slight imprecision in nanoparticle placement yields the
uncertainty in emitter position.
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6 Mapping Nanoscale Hotspots using DNA-Origami

It is evident from this data that an emitter in a plasmonic nanocavity does not
quench when placed in the vicinity (<5 nm) of the two Au surfaces. This is a consequence
of the enhanced emission rate outstripping the absorption rate in the metal, as shown
earlier [59]. Instead its emission rate is strongly enhanced when moved towards the centre
of the nanocavity. It is important to note that this NPoM geometry is completely different
from the case where quenching is observed when emitters are placed close to a single Au
surface.

6.7 Conclusion

Integrating robust NPoM constructs with high precision DNA origami techniques, I show
that a single-molecule deterministically positioned at the centre of a nanocavity interacts
coherently with confined optical fields (ΩR ∼80 meV) producing splitting near the weak-to-
strong coupling regime. Modification of the scattering spectra before and after bleaching
each single-Cy5 shows the operation of 3 zJ energy switching at room temperature, which
although currently irreversible can be explored with photochromic and electro-optic mo-
lecules. The optical emission from each single-molecule can be enhanced by >103 showing
that our NPoM constructs allow for strong fluorescence despite the close proximity of the
dye to metal surfaces. Further, by systematically moving the position of the molecule
through the cavity, I map the local field confinement with high accuracy. I believe that
such robust systems are ideal for studying room-temperature single-molecule nano-optics,
and have the potential for a variety of technological implementations.
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7 Strong Coupling in the
Single-molecule Regime

Emitters placed in an optical cavity experience an environment that changes how they are
coupled to the surrounding light field. In the weak-coupling regime light extraction from
the emitter is enhanced, but more profound effects emerge in the single-molecule strong-
coupling regime where mixed light-matter states are produced [76, 189]. Individual two-
level emitters in such cavities become non-linear for single photons, forming key building
blocks for quantum information systems as well as ultra-low power switches and lasers
[58, 190–192]. Such cavity quantum electrodynamics has until now been the preserve of
low temperatures and complex fabrication, severely compromising their use [58, 193, 194].
However, the nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) cavity can be utilized for strong mixing of an
optical mode and exciton resonance of a single-molecule. This dressing of molecules with
light can modify photochemistry, opening up the exploration of complex natural processes
such as photosynthesis [195] and the possibility of manipulating chemical bonds [196].
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7 Strong Coupling in the Single-molecule Regime

7.1 Optical niche for strong-light matter coupling

Creating strongly-coupled mixed states from visible light and individual emitters is severely
compromised by the hundred-fold difference in their spatial localization (Chapter 2). To
overcome this, high-quality cavities are used to boost interaction times and enhance
coupling strengths. However, in larger cavities the longer round trip for photons to return
to the same emitter decreases the coupling, which scales as g ∝ 1/

√
Vm with the effective

cavity volume Vm. This coupling has to exceed both the cavity loss rate γc and the emitter
scattering rate γe, in order for energy to cycle back and forth between matter and light
components, requiring 2g > γc,γe [56]. For cryogenic emitters [58, 192] (laser-cooled
atoms, vacancies in diamond or semiconductor quantum dots), the suppressed emitter
scattering allows large cavities (with high quality factor Q∝ γ−1

c ) to reach strong coupling.
Severe technical challenges however restrict energy, bandwidth, size and complexity of
devices. Progress towards room temperature is limited by the unavoidable increase in
emitter scattering and the difficulty of reducing the volume of dielectric-based microcavities
at wavelength λ and refractive index n below Vλ = (λ/n)3.

Figure 7.1: Comparing single-molecule optical cavities. (a) Cavity Q-factors and effective
volumes (compared to Vλ = (λ/n)3), showing strong-coupling (green), room-temperature (blue),
and plasmonic (orange) regimes for single emitters. Icons (from right) show whispering gallery
sphere, microdisk, photonic crystal, micropillar, and nanoparticle on mirror geometry (NPoM),
with Purcell factor P (red) in µm−3. (b) Schematic of NPoM, blue arrow in gap locates emitter
transition dipole moment. Inset: Simulated near-field of coupled gap plasmon in dashed box with
maximum electric field enhancement ∝ 400, oriented vertically (z).
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7.2 Guest-host chemistry

At room temperature T , typical scattering rates for embedded dipoles γe ∼ kBT ,
imply using Q<100 which then requires cavities where, Vm<10−5Vλ (Fig. 7.1a, dark green
shaded) to maximize the coupling. Improved confinement uses localized surface plasmons
(Fig. 7.1a) combining oscillations of free electrons in metals with electromagnetic waves
[163]. While structured metal films can couple molecular aggregates of high oscillator
strength, far too many molecules are involved for quantum optics [80, 81, 95].

Figure 7.2: Plasmonic nanocavity containing dye molecule. (a) Absorption spectrum of
methylene blue (MB) in water, with (blue) and without (red) encapsulation in CBs of different
diameter. (b) Illustration of a MB molecule in cucurbit[7]uril guest.

7.2 Guest-host chemistry

To create such small nanocavities and orient single molecules precisely within them, I use
bottom-up nano-assembly. Although field volumes of individual plasmonic nanostructures
are too large [76, 189], stronger field enhancements occur within sub-nanometre gaps
between paired plasmonic nanoparticles. I utilize the NPoM geometry [50], placing emitters
in the gap between nanoparticles and a mirror underneath (Fig. 7.1b). This gap is
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7 Strong Coupling in the Single-molecule Regime

accurately controlled to sub-nanometre, easily made by depositing monodisperse metal
nanoparticles onto a metal film [51, 148, 197]. The intense interaction between each
nanoparticle and its image forms a dimer-like construct with enhancements |E|/|E0 | ' 103

and an ultralow mode volume. I use 40 nm diameter gold nanoparticles (AuNP) on a 70 nm
thick Au film, separated by a 0.9 nm molecular spacer (see below). The coupled plasmonic
dipolar mode is localized in the gap (Fig. 7.1b), with electric field oriented vertically (z).
The resonant wavelength is determined by nanoparticle size and gap thickness, allowing it
to be tuned from λc=600−1200 nm [51].

Several key aspects are critical to position a quantum emitter inside these small
gaps. One is to prevent molecular aggregation, which commonly occurs. Another is to
ensure that the transition dipole µ is perfectly aligned with the gap plasmon (along z). I
use a common dye molecule methylene blue (MB) with molecular transition at 665 nm, to
which the plasmons are tuned. To avoid aggregation of the dye molecules and to assemble
them in the proper orientation, I utilize the host-guest chemistry of macrocyclic cucur-
bit[n]uril molecules, in which guest molecules can sit (Fig. 7.2b) [198, 199]. As discussed
previously (Ch. 3.2) cucurbit[7]uril (CB[7]) is water soluble and can accommodate only
one MB molecule inside. Encapsulation of MB inside CB[7] is confirmed from absorption
spectroscopy (Fig. 7.2a) since MB dimers (additional peak at 625 nm, red) disappear on
mixing low MB concentrations with CB[7] (1:10 molar ratio) (blue). Control experiments
with smaller CB[5] molecules (into which MB cannot fit) do not remove this shoulder peak
(dashed), ruling out parasitic binding. Placing single MB molecules in CB[7] thus avoids
any aggregation. Carbonyl portals at either end of the 0.9 nm-high CB[n] molecules bind
with their rims flat onto the Au surface (Ch. 3.2). When a monolayer of CB[7] is first
deposited on the gold mirror and suitably filled with MB molecules, Au NPs bind on top to
form the desired filled nanocavity with the MB molecule aligned vertically in the gap. From
the calibration of gap size, refractive index of the gap and the variation in nanoparticle size
(Fig. 2.8), it is estimated that the empty CBs have a gap size of 0.9 nm with refractive
index of 1.4 [51].

7.3 Few molecule strong coupling

Dark-field scattering spectra from individual NPoMs show the effect of aligning the emitter
in different orientations (Fig. 7.3a). With µ parallel to the mirror (top, without CB the
MB lies flat on the metal surface), the resonant scattering plasmonic peak is identical to
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7.3 Few molecule strong coupling

Figure 7.3: Strong coupling seen in scattering spectra of individual NPoMs. (a) Scattering
spectra from isolated NPoM coupled with dye µm oriented (top) perpendicular and (bottom)
parallel to |Ez| of gap plasmon (blue dashed line indicates dye absorption wavelength). (b-d)
Comparison of scattering spectra from different NPoMs (schematics top), with gaps filled by (b)
CB[7] monolayer which are empty, (c) encapsulating MB dye molecules, and (d) MB molecules
directly deposited on Au surface. (e) Resonant positions of MB (ωe), plasmon (ωc) and hybrid
modes (ω+ and ω−) as a function of extracted detuning. Marker size depicts the amplitude in
scattering spectra.
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7 Strong Coupling in the Single-molecule Regime

NPoMs without any emitters. Instead, with µ perpendicular to the mirror (bottom), the
spectra show two split peaks (ω+ and ω−) from the strong interaction between emitters and
plasmon. I contrast three types of samples. Without dye (Fig. 7.3b, top), a consistent gap
plasmon (ωp) at 660±10 nm is seen. Small fluctuations in peak wavelength are associated
with ±5 nm variations in nanoparticle size. When this NPoM is partially filled with MB
inside the CB[7], two peaks at 610 and 750 nm are seen either side of the absorption peak of
MB at ω0 (Fig. 7.3b, bottom), corresponding to formation of hybrid plasmon-exciton (ω±)
branches, ω± = ω0±ΩR/2. This yields a Rabi frequency ΩR=380 meV, confirmed by full
3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations . Unlike studies [81, 95] that show
significant variations in ω±, I obtain highly consistent results with no spectral wandering
observed on individual NPoMs. With dye molecules perpendicular to the plasmon field
(without CBs), only a gap-plasmon is seen. Molecules of MB self-assembling on Au orient
flat to the surface, due to π -stacking interactions between the conjugated phenyl rings
and the metal film [200]. Such controlled studies are essential to prove molecular coupling
to the gap plasmon.

To map the dispersion curve, I combine scattering spectra from different-sized
nanoparticles plotted according to their detuning from the absorption (exciton) resonance.
Simulations from 40-60 nm nanoparticles in NPoMs show gap plasmons tuning across
the exciton. A simple coupled-oscillator model matches the quantum mechanical Jaynes-
Cummings picture (Ch. 2.8 and Eq. 2.18) [56],

ω± = (1/2)(ωc+ωe)± (1/2)
√

(Ω2
R+ δ2) (7.1)

with plasmon and exciton resonance energies ωc and ωe, and detuning δ = ωc − ωe.
Extracting ω± from the scattering spectra allows ωc to be calculated (knowing ωe which
does not show any spectral wandering). This fitting reveals typical anticrossing behaviour
(Fig. 7.3c) with ΩR=305±8 meV at δ = 0. I find 2g/γc ∼5, far into the strong coupling
regime. A key figure of merit is the Purcell factor FP ∝ Q/Vm characterizing different
cavity systems (Fig. 7.1a). For these plasmonic nanocavities FP ∼ 3.5× 106, over an
order of magnitude larger than state of the art photonic crystal cavities [58] which have
reached 105, while state-of-the-art planar micropillars [12, 57] attain 3×105. The ultralow
cavity volume arises here because field penetration into the gold is strongly reduced for such
nanometre gaps, as discussed in Chapter 4. Such Purcell factors imply photon emission
times below 100 fs, seen as the h̄/ΩR ∼30 fs Rabi flipping, but unfeasibly short to measure
directly.
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7.3 Few molecule strong coupling

Figure 7.4: Rabi splitting from few molecules. (a) Energy of Rabi oscillations (g) vs mean
number of MB molecules (n̄). Experimental (white) points with range of measured coupling
strengths (error bars) and theoretical curve (dashed), colours represent expectation from Poisson
probability distribution of n. (b) Coupling strength extracted from different NPoMs in sample
of n̄= 2.5. Theoretical coupling strength in perfect model (shaded bars) and random placement
model (dashed lines). (c) Scattering spectra for one, two and three molecules corresponding to
(b), with fits. (d) In-plane vertical field distribution in the middle of the gap, 10nm facet marked
as white dashed (random position of molecule are marked with ×).
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7 Strong Coupling in the Single-molecule Regime

Figure 7.5: Single-molecule strong coupling (a) Anti-crossing obtained from single-molecule
events, by isolating the data from Fig. 7.4b. (b) Single-molecule probability histograms for
n̄â=0.2 and 2.5, derived from modified principal-component analysis (Ch.5)

7.4 Single-molecule strong coupling

To probe single-molecule strong coupling, I systematically decrease the number of MB
molecules by reducing the ratio of MB:CB[7]. Previous studies and simple area estimates
imply ∼100 CB[7] molecules lie inside each nanocavity (Ch.3). With an initial 1:10 molar
ratio of MB:CB[7] the mean number of MB molecules within each mode volume is thus
n̄=10. I explore many plasmonic nanocavities with this mean dye number or less (Fig.
7.4a). From the resulting spectra, I extract coupling strengths at different mean MB
molecule numbers n̄, and plot these along with the predicted coupling strength,

gn = µ
√

(4πh̄c/(εε0Vm))
√
n (7.2)

where µ=3.8 D is the transition dipole moment of isolated MB molecules [110]. The
probability of finding each coupling strength (Fig 7.4a, colour map) follows the Poisson
distribution for n molecules under each nanoparticle. The range of Rabi splittings seen
for n̄= 2.5 that exceed thermal- and cavity-loss rates at room temperature, are consistent
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7.4 Single-molecule strong coupling

with this plasmonic nanocavity supporting single molecule strong coupling. Reassuringly
the range of Rabi frequencies observed increases as the molecular concentration is reduced,
as expected since ∆g(n̄) ∝

√
(n̄+ n̄1/2)−

√
(n̄− n̄1/2) similarly increases as observed in

Fig 7.4a colour map.

Direct proof of single-molecule strong coupling is seen from the coupling strengths
extracted from the lowest density samples (n̄=2.5) which show distinct systematic jumps
matching the expected increase of gn from n=1-3 molecules (Fig. 7.4b, NPoMs sorted
by increasing Rabi splitting). The range in each gn arises because single molecules are
located at different lateral positions within the gap plasmon, thus coupling with different
strengths (predictions shown as dashed lines). Molecules randomly located at the centre
of the nanoparticle facet exhibit maximum g, as the molecule displaced from the centre
experience weaker field enhancement and lower g (Fig. 7.4d). Experimentally, I find
excellent agreement (with no fitting parameters) showing that a single MB molecule in
these nanocavities gives 80-95 meV Rabi splittings. Further, I plot the scattering spectrum
from n=1-3 molecules exhibiting clear increases in coupling strength (Fig. 7.4c). Additional
proof of the single-molecule strong coupling is seen from the anti-crossing of plasmon and
exciton modes for the subset with n=1 (Fig. 7.5a).

Fluorescence emitted by weakly coupled single-molecules should follow the Purcell
factor [61–63]. However, such measurements fail here in the strong coupling regime, be-
cause resonantly pumping the molecular absorption also generates strong surface-enhanced
resonant Raman scattering (SERRS) consisting of sharp lines with a strong background,
that cannot be uniquely separated from photoluminescence. This also obscures g(2) meas-
urements typically used to confirm single-photon emission from individual chromophores.
Here I find extremely strong emission even though the dye molecules are within 0.5 nm of
absorptive gold [201], due to the high radiative efficiency of our nanocavities. I harvest
these strong SERS peaks to construct ‘chemical’ g(2)

ch by using the well-established bianalyte
technique with a second near-identical but distinguishable molecule to prove single-molecule
statistics (Chapter 5). As evident, at the lowest concentrations two molecules are almost
never found at the same time, and we are truly in the single-molecule regime (Fig. 7.5b).
Although this does not guarantee direct correlation with single-molecule strong coupling
situations, it proves the statistical probability of single-molecules at this concentration.
Convincing proof of single-molecules is also seen from the spectral diffusion of vibrational
lines in time-series SERRS scans from nanoparticles exhibiting single-molecule strong coup-
ling (Ch. 5.4).
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7 Strong Coupling in the Single-molecule Regime

7.5 Conclusion

I have succeeded in combining the gap plasmon with oriented host-guest chemistry in
aqueous solution to create enormous numbers of strongly coupled, few-molecule nanocav-
ities at room temperature, in ambient conditions, and which are optically addressable. I
expect numerous applications in many fields, including ultra-fast single photon emitters,
photon blockade [193], quantum chemistry [202–204], nonlinear optics, and molecular
reactions.
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8 Conclusion and Outlook

In conclusion, this thesis explored the coupling of single-molecules with light confined in a
nanoscale optical cavity. These nanocavities are self-assembled by precisely incorporating
the molecules of interest in plasmonic nanogaps, which are formed by the coupling between
a nanoparticle and a planar metallic surface (NPoM). By utilizing supramolecular guest
molecules and DNA origami breadboards, different optical and chemical components are
pinned together in plasmonic gaps to study the effect of orientation and position of the
molecule in the gap for optimized coupling with the cavity mode.

Light emission from molecules is enhanced in plasmonic cavities with gaps of <5 nm.
This radiative enhancement is used to map the confined optical fields by precisely changing
the lateral position of single-molecules in the gap using DNA origami. The strength of the
coupling (ΩR) at an optical field maxima in this system is measured to be ∼80 meV smaller
than the NPoM cavity (γc) and molecular (γe) losses. However, the coupling strength is
large enough to perturb the light scatting by the NPoM cavity and this modification is
monitored by bleaching the molecule.

The coupling strength is further enhanced by decreasing the gaps to <1 nm and
orientating the molecular dipoles along the optical field polarization, reaching the strong
coupling regime (ΩR > γc,γe) where light and molecular modes are indistinguishable.
The non-linear scaling of ΩR ∝

√
n is measured by systematically varying the number

of molecules in the gap, n from 1-10.

Having studied these effects, there are certain limitations:

⇒ The NPoM cavity is not a flexible substrate and hence it can not be easily integrated
with biological systems for in-vivo studies.
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8 Conclusion and Outlook

Figure 8.1: SERS of a single C≡C bond. (a) AFM image of DNAo tiles used to position
a single-dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) molecule in the nanogaps of NPoM cavity. (b) Chemical
structure of DBCO molecule, C≡C bond highlighted with orange box. (c) Time resolved SERS
spectra of assembled single-DBCO molecule in the NPoM cavity. The Raman mode of C≡C
bond in the region of 2150 cm−1 enlarged on the right.

⇒ The small optical mode volume of NPoM cavities results in coupling with only a few
emitters (<100) which is not favourable for applications such as lasing and large
scale chemical reactions.

⇒ Optical pumping of plasmonic cavities is significantly different from dielectric cavities.
Ultrafast decay rates hamper climbing the JC ladder.

⇒ Pumping the NPoM cavity with high intensities results in deformation of the cavity
due to the mobility of atoms on the surface.

Despite of all these limitations, light-molecule coupling in plasmonic cavities provide prom-
ising outlook for the following applications:

Bright single-photon emission with high repetition rate:
Single emitters (quantum dots, N-V centres or 2D-TMD defects) coupled to NPoM cavities
can act as efficient systems for reliable single-photon sources. The rate of single-photon
emission can be enhanced at least by a factor of 104 before reaching the strong coupling
regime. This opens a promising route for the spectroscopy of other single-photon emitting
systems and for quantum information processes [205, 206].
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Figure 8.2: Strong coupling from deterministic number of Cy-5 molecules. (a-c) Scattering
spectra from individual NPoM with (a) two, (b) three, and (c) four Cy-5 molecules resonantly
coupled to the NPoM cavity. The molecules programmed to assemble in a square lattice with
an edge length of 5 nm with each vertex point occupied by a single Cy-5 molecule, schematically
shown on top.

Making of single-molecule optical switches:
Certain sets of organic molecules undergo photo-isomerization resulting in a change in their
resonance energy. These systems can be coupled with the resonance of a NPoM cavity
and the scattering of the system can be modulated by changing the isomer form of the
molecule. The energy required for such a switch can be as low as zJ with a switching rate
of picoseconds.

Optomechanics of a single-vibrational bond:
The vibrations of a single-chemical bond can be monitored in SERS spectra by precisely
positioning the molecule in the NPoM gaps. In DNA origami spacers specifically, molecules
with C≡C are tagged and a unique high energy Raman band at ∼2150 cm−1 is identified
(Fig. 8.1). This enables to study the effect of intense electric fields at the level of single-
bond vibrations.

Optical mixing of different molecules and energy transfer:
Transition from a weak- to strong-coupled system is achieved by increasing the number of
Cy-5 molecules in the gap (Fig. 8.2). Energy transfer across spatially separated molecules
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8 Conclusion and Outlook

Figure 8.3: Polaritonic potential energy surfaces (PES) of two model molecules that
undergo transition between X and Y configurations in weak and strong coupling. (a,c)
Bare molecules with no light-matter interaction. (b) Strongly coupled molecules with ΩR=0.3 eV
and ΩR=0.5 eV. The colour of polariton PES represents the photonic fraction of the state from
purely excitonic (orange) through polaritonic (light grey) to purely photonic (purple). Reproduced
from [207].

can be studied by systematically increasing the number of molecules at deterministic
locations in the gap. Further, optically mixed states of different molecules can be achieved
by resonantly mixing their energies with the cavity fields.

Strong coupling for organic chemistry:
Excited state reactions of the molecules change, when the energy states of the molecules
are strongly mixed with optical states of the cavity. Changes in the chemical dynamics can
arise from the hybridized states that persist even at zero photon population in the cavity
(g ∝

√
1 +NPh; NPh is the number of photons in the cavity). This has a great potential

in pharmaceutical applications where the molecular stability needs to be enhanced. Recent
theoretical studies [207–209] demonstrated the effect of strong coupling on stabilizing
specific isomer forms of certain molecule (Fig. 8.3). It is worth putting efforts in making
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cavities with resonances in UV (100 -400nm), where the resonances of small organic
molecules lie.

To conclude, plasmonic cavities have opened the new avenues of quantum manip-
ulation of light-molecule coupling at room temperature. The NPoM cavities with large
radiative components facilitate enhanced light extraction. The strong field confinement
results in strong optical feedback with coherent coupling from single-molecules. A sys-
tem encompassing both these functionalities will have promising implications in quantum
information and quantum photochemistry.
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